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T o  t h e  M e m o r y  o f  M y  F a t h e r ,  








L O U I S I A N A
Louisiana.
A semi-tropical land, hot and humid, while at the 
same time beautiful and somewhat mysterious. 
Romantically dark bayous and swamps lined with 
trees draped with Spanish moss appeal to the imagi­
nation. One can almost feel the past and experience 
the history of such settings working on the soul. 
Thoughts can turn quickly to pirates and other such 
legends.
These same waterways invite pirogueing and 
canoeing. Louisianians benefit from  w ild life  
resources by hunting, fishing and trapping in the 
bayous, swamps and spillways. For many, these 
activities are their livelihood, while for others Loui­
siana is a "sportsman’s paradise.” At this time, the 
existence of one of these precious resource areas, 
the Atchafalaya Basin, is in jeopardy. Debate con­
cerning the future of the basin rages on between 
landowners, environm entalists, sportsmen, and 
those living on or by the swamp. One thing is cer­
tain. Something must be done about the Atchafa­
laya Basin, or it will simply die.
Louisiana is different from every other state in 
the Union. Due to the large Catholic population, 
the state is divided into parishes rather than coun­
ties. Until recently, Louisiana was the only state 
where a pay-phone call could be made for only a 
nickel. But now that too has changed.
Differences go further, applying even to the peo­
ple. Louisiana is the home of the Cajuns, some of 
the liveliest and most fun loving folks anywhere. 
Then to top it all off, no other state can match the 
food down south. Creole food is a specialty, and 
Louisiana seafood is absolutely the best.
Louisiana has a colorful history, and New Orle­
ans stands as a unique modern day reminder of the 
past. The French Quarter, along with "the world’s 
largest party,” Mardi Gras, attracts tourists from 
throughout the country. Alas, carnival in New 
Orleans was quiet this year due to the policeman’s 
strike.
Surviving the rage of the Civil W ar, antebellum 
plantation homes still stand in tribute to the past.
Even today, for better or for worse, Louisiana 
remains part of the Old South in tradition and in 
action. Although still somewhat lagging behind the 















1 9 7 9  G u m b o
M i c h e l l e  M e r e d i t h
E d i t o r - i n - C h i e f
J i m Z i e t z
H e a d  P h o t o g r a p h e r
D e b b i e  T e r r e l l
D e s i g n  E d i t o r
B r a d  P e s s o n
M a n a g i n g  E d i t o r
J u l i a  M a r t i n u s e n
C o p y  E d i t o r
J a c k i e  L y l e
A s s i s t a n t  C o p y  E d i t o r
L o u i s i a n a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  
B a t o n  R o u g e ,  L o u i s i a n a  
V o l u m e  L X X I X
2 L ouisiana
T a b l e  o f  C o n t e n t s
76 P erfo rm ances 216 C elebrations
32 Summer 106 C elebra tions 232 Sports
40 T h e  Sem ester 118 Football 288 O rg an iza tio n s
46 P erfo rm ances 142 A cadem ics 350 G reeks
52 R ecreation 182 Spring 458 Classes
56 F all 190 T h e  Sem ester 496 G allery
64 T h e  Sem ester 204 P erfo rm ances 502 Index
P hotos by J.  Z ictz

i t  w a s  t h e  a g e  o f  w i s d o m ,
i t  w a s  t h e  a g e  o f  f o o l i s h n e s s ,

Meredith
i t  w a s  t h e  e p o c h  o f  b e l i e f ,
M ercdiin
it was the epoch of incredulity,
VC'ozniak
i t  w a s  t h e  s e a s o n  o f  L i g h t ,
it was the season of Darkness,
27
it was the spring of hope,
J. /.ICt/
28
it was the winter of despair.
Charles Dickens, 



















LEGISLATIVE ACTION FOR STUDENT VOTE 
ON BOARD OF SUPERVISORS FAILS . . .AGAIN
"It’s like turning the institution over to the inmates to run.”
— Houma Sen. Claude Duval
T H E  L S U - S O U T H E R N  M E R G E R
Possible reactivation o f  a  su it by the N a tio n a l Association fo r  the 
Advancement o f  Colored People requiring the merger o f  Southern into L SU  
unites SG A  presidents o f the two universities. "W e’re against i t  a n d  we 
w ant i t  known we’re against i t ,” sa id  Southern SG A  President Sam  Jenkins.
B U L L D O G S  C A N T  W I N  F O R  L O S I N G
LSI7  football picks up two victories afte r an  N C A A  ru ling  
strips Mississippi State o f  nineteen 1976-77 season victories 
due to ineligibility o f  defensive lineman L arry  G illard.
Meredith
Photo courtesy of Sports Information
F I R E D .  . .
Ending his 13 th  season with an  SEC losing 
record o f  34 games, baseball coach J im  
Sm ith is relieved o f  his head  coaching 
position a n d  remains w ith the athletic 
departm ent as supervisor o f  equipment.
A N D  H I R E D
Jack  Lamabe, the form er m ajor league 
pitcher a n d  Jacksonville University coach 
who in three years transform ed a  losing 
program  into a  No. 9 ranking  team, gets 
the opportunity to do the same here.
Meredith 43
RETURN OF THE 
PRODIGAL SON
In what Board o f Supervisors Chairman 
William T. Brown describes as rr. . . next 
to God and motherhood' the most 
important topic that has been discussed 
on campus. . former 1938 national 
champion football coach Paul Dietzel 
returns as Athletic Director to 
the place he once said he’d  
never leave — but did.
4 4
Spurred by anticipated  faculty  pay raises a n d  physical 
p la n t  cost increases, the B o ard  o f Supervisors unexpectedly 
hikes f a l l  tu ition fees despite student protests.




S U M M E R  D I N N E R  T H F A T F R
A  F u n n y  T h i n g  
H a p p e n e d  o n  t h e  
W  a y  t o  t h e  F o r u m





5 G A  O a k  G r o v e  C o n c e r t
























R E G I S T R A T I O N
Recorded officially a t  25,828, f a l l  enrollment tops 
the 25 ,000 m ark  f o r  the f ir s t  time in  L S U  history.

Fourteen months overdue and $3 million 
over budget, the controversial upper deck 
stadium expansion is completed just two hours 








The 19th annual, two-day date ticket 
campout ends for over 800 students 
when tickets sell out two hours 




Not even a deposit guarantees students a dormitory 
room as rising enrollments and high off-campus 
housing costs create a dorm shortage that forces 
many upperclass women to make semester arrangements 
with a local motel.
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ED ITO R’S NOTE: The life of LSU’s greatest professor came to an end in 
July, following a lingering respiratory infection. Prior to his death, Dr. W il­
liams was preparing a book on the late President Lyndon B. Johnson. He 
will be greatly missed by his colleagues, students, and friends.
i
R E N O W N E D  C I V I L  W A R  
H I S T O R I A N  R E T I R E S
Retiring from  teaching after 38  years 
a t  LSU, Pu litzer Prize winning historian 
T. H arry  W illiams receives a  standing 
ovation from  colleagues a n d  students 
in  a  packed 400-seat auditorium  after 
delivering his f in a l  lecture.
"FRATERNIZING AND 
CHIVALRY”
The Civil War was a war offraternizing and chi­
valry. Now let me explain what I mean by those 
terms. By fraternizing, I mean the usual amount of 
visiting, of social contacting back and forth that took 
place, principally between the enlisted men of these 
opposing armies. I know of no other war in which 
there was so much of this fraternizing as there was in 
the Civil War. . .
Now, Confederates and Federals had a great deal 
to talk about. And the way this fraternizing would 
usually start, it would be between men who were called 
"pickets,” or outposts. They were stationed some dis­
tance in front of their armies, generally with a small 
stream of water between them and the enemy. And 
they might be stationed there for weeks just to watch 
what the other side was doing.
They’d be there a long time, and inevitably, they 
struck up acquaintances and then friendships with the 
enemy soldiers on the other side. And this would gen­
erally begin by hollering over something. All Confed­
erates called all Federals simply "Yank." And all 




"What are you doing? You want to trade some 
coffee for some tobacco?" — something like that.
They'd float things across the streams, float mes­
sages across. And then inevitably, they began to meet 
in the stream, or some mm would come over to one 
side. Why not? They were going to be there a long 
time. Why should they do any killing?
In fact, they would make unofficial truces in which 
they would agree not to shoot unless they were ordered. 
Now understand, the officers didn’t like this frater­
nizing. In fact, there were some high ranking generals 
who feared that the masses of troops, if left to them­
selves, might get together and make peace. Now that, I 
think, was unlikely, but it did worry some officers. 
But the officers thought this fraternizing dulled the 
martial edge, the urge to fight, and they were always 
trying to break it up.
When an officer would come down to a group of 
pickets, if they knew he was coming, they’d yell out a 
warning to their friends on the other side.
"Hey Yank, officer coming down; get under 
cover!’’ — something like that. Or they’d fire a warn­
ing shot.
One Confederate recorded this scene where a Confed­
erate officer came down and began to berate his men 
for fraternizing with the Federals. He was just walk­
ing up and down berating them, and on the other 
side, the Federal soldier listening finally located where 
this guy was by the sound of his voice, and then he 
fired a shot. And there was a thud and then silence.
And the Yankeeyelled across, "Did I get him?"
And one of the Confederate yelled back, "Yeah, 
and a good thing too; he was getting to be a damned 
nuisance. ’’
The above is an excerpt taken from one of Dr. Wil­
liam 'j most popular lectures.
All photos by Meredith
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''L a id  on the public like a  breeze through the n igh t,” writes one sports writer. Charlie M cClendon’s 18-year coaching career 
ends afte r a  f ra n tic  telephone poll o f  Supervisors ( upon recommendation o f A thletic D irector P a u l  D ietzel) th a t demands 
M cClendon’s stepdown as head coach a t  the conclusion o f  the 1979 football season, w ith a  two-year appointment as assistant 
athletic director thereafter. McClendon w ill leave L SU  as the "winningest coach in Tiger football history,” w ith credits 
including N a tio n a l Coach o f  the Year in  1970 a n d  SEC Coach o f  the Year in 1969 a n d  1970, leading L S U  teams to 12 post­
season bowl games ( more th an  a ll  T iger coaches combined), a n d  a  game winning percentage rank ing  him  n in th  among 1978’s 
"Top 20 Coaches” in  the nation.
J I L T E D
Meredith
H O M E C O M I N G  Q U E E N  
S E L E C T I O N  M A D E  E A S Y
For the f irs t time, students view homecoming 
queen nominees on closed circuit television as 
well as the usual gallery o f  photographs,when 
the Instructional Resource Center provides 20- 
second segments o f  each o f  the 11 contestants 
s ta ting  her name, hometown, major, a n d  interests.
Scheuermann Meredith
J. Zietz
Student ticket a n d  towing 
problems escalate when L SU  
hires 13 guards from  a  
p rivate  f irm  to supplement 
an  understaffed Campus 
Police Department.
P E N D L E T O N  
C O P S
J■ Zietz
L S U  
M I L E S T O N E
Accounting m ajor T. Scott 
O’Keefe becomes the 
100,000th student to 
g raduate  from  L SU  in the 
university’s 118-year 
history.































Syndicated W ashington Post Columnist 
"Any reporter can be sent to jail 
anytime for anything. If we don’t 
have our confidential sources, then 
we will only know what the government 
wants us to know — not what we 
should know.”
W i l l i a m  M a n c h e s t e r
American Caesar 
"Like Julius Caesar, Douglas 
MacArthur reigned as a benevolent 
autocrat, loved history and had 
a first class set of brains.”
J a c k  A n d e r s o n
Sin
ner
W ho should play God?
Genetic tampering could bring about 
"the final degradation of the worth 
of the individual.”
G e r a l d  F o r d
Former President 
"A government that is big enough 
to give us everything is a government 
big enough to take away everything 
we have.”

























M a m o u  C a j u n  B a n d
Sclleck
Meredith
I n d i a n a  
G a m e  
P e p  R a l l y
Meredith
T i m
S e t t i m i
Photos by Saint Amand
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J .  Zictz

















Warming Up . . .
All photos by Meredith
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of 
times . . .  it was the season of Light, it was the 
season of Darkness.”
Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities
The above lines were used to describe the 
turbulent times Europe experienced in the late 
18th century. To a certain extent, they can also 
be used to describe the football fortunes of LSU 
in 1978. W hile it wasn’t exactly the best of 
times, it certainly wasn’t the worst of times 
either. The Tigers’ season of Light provided 
four straight wins in the beginning of the year, 
as well as one-sided victories over arch-rivals 
Ole Miss and Tulane. The season of Darkness 
yielded three losses in the team’s final five 
games, two of them (Alabama and Missouri) 
before nationwide television audiences.
The 1978 edition of LSU football started on 
a high note September 16 in newly-expanded 
Tiger Stadium. A crowd of 78,534, the largest 
ever to witness an LSU game in the historical 
structure, roared as the Fightin’ Tigers took the 
field against an average Indiana squad. Hopes 
were high as the season got underway that 
warm evening. Forty-five le tte rm en  were 
returning from the 1977 club, including eight 
of 11 starters on an offense that wrecked oppos­
ing defenses to the tune of 34 points per game 
while averaging better than 300 yards rushing 
each time they hit the field. They also had the 
team’s first legitimate Heisman Trophy candi­
date in nearly 20 years in senior tailback Charles 
Alexander. The big Galveston, Texas, native 
had dodged, darted, high-stepped, and bulled 
his way to 1,686 yards in ’77, third best in the 
nation behind two seniors, and was pre-season 
favorite to win the prestigious award with a 
strong showing in ’78.
That night the Tigers had trouble with the 
pesky Hoosiers, failing even to score a touch­
down in the second half, something that had 
only occurred once in 1977. But LSU hung 
tough to win, posting their first victory in an 
opening game since 1974. The triumph also 
touched off a four game winning streak, the 
m ost consecutive wins fo r a C harlie 
McClendon-coached team in the same season 
since 1973. Still, despite an unbeaten record and 
a No. 11 ranking in the polls, doubts surfaced 
about this Tiger team. LSU looked poor in 
squeaking past lowly Wake Forest. Then, after 
improving against Rice, they defeated Florida 
by hanging on after running up a big lead, the 
Tigers’ first win in Gainesville in over a decade. 
Most agreed the young and surprisingly tough 
Georgia Bulldogs would be a stern test for 
Mac’s Pack on October 14, and they were. But 
the Tigers flunked their Homecoming exam.
LSU was halfway to 5-0 when they took a com­
fortable lead into the locker room at intermis­
sion, but everything turned completely around 
in the final 30 minutes. A Bulldog returned the 
second half kickoff for a touchdown; then, the 
visitors quickly turned two turnovers into 10 
more points. The shell-shocked Tigers couldn’t 
recover, going down to their initial defeat of 
the campaign. Alexander, who had piled up 567 
yards rushing going into the game, was "held” 
to 82 in the Bulldog encounter.
The team rebounded nicely, blanking Ken­
tucky to avenge an humiliating loss to the 
Wildcats the previous year. Next came "The 
School You Love to Hate,” Ole Miss. The 
Tigers easily ripped the Rebels 30-8, setting up 
a nationally televised show-down with highly 
ranked Alabama.
On November 11, the Tigers stood at the 
crossroads, ready to prove they could play with 
the "big boys.” But Bear Bryant’s crew had all 
the marbles. ’Bama toppled the Tigers, shatter­
ing LSU’s hopes for an SEC crown.
Following that defeat, the Board of Supervi­
sors, upon recommendation of Athletic Direc­
tor Paul Dietzel, issued a statement demanding 
McClendon’s stepdown as head coach at the 
conclusion of the 1979 football season, with a 
two-year appointment as assistant athletic direc­
tor thereafter. The implication was clear. W hen 
one goes eight straight years without beating 
Alabama OR capturing a conference title OR 
winning a major bowl game, that person won’t 
coach at Louisiana State University for a very 
long time afterward.
A few days after the announcement, a flat 
bunch of Bayou Bengals dropped a contest to 
Mississippi State. LSU closed the regular season 
with lackluster wins over pushovers Tulane and 
Wyoming, but they managed to secure a Lib­
erty Bowl berth against Big-8 power Missouri.
The season closed on a sorry note against the 
northern Tigers. OP Mizzou jumped off to a 
20-3 half time bulge then held on as a gutty 
group of Tigers clawed back to make a game of 
it before falling 20-15.
Heisman hopeful Charles Alexander closed 
out a brilliant career at LSU by rambling for 
133 yards on 24 carries and one touchdown 
against Missouri. Alexander, hampered by inju­
ries, stacked defenses and an offensive line that 
failed to play up to par, still managed 1,172 
yards on the ground for the regular season. In 
doing so, he established himself as the finest 
player ever to wear the Purple n ’ Gold, a player 
destined to provide some lucky professional 





















FIRST R O W : Lou deLauney, M .ke Q uin tela. B rent E lk in ,. W ill,am  Johnson . T h ad  M inaldi. S pcnctr Sm ith. M .ke Conway, ja y  W h .tley , Gary Radecker, C h a r ic  Alexander, R obert D u g tt , Chris R ich. K en . Broha. 
Mickey H ubbell, C liff Lane. SECO N D  R O W : Jerom e Francis. George Aiiyeh. H ok ie G ajan. N orm an G lindm eyer. Jo h n  W atson . Rusty Brow n. Tom m y F riw ell, Craig H er»e> . g p . y 
Stanton, Dennis K in, b ,c U R o , j  Joncs R jlp h  M d n g v a le . Chris W illiam s. W illie  T urner. W illie  Teal. T H IR D  R O W : D av.d W oodley . Ju d e  H ernandez. B ill Farrell, ^ “ ""T u lly , Robert DeLee Many Defrene, J< h 
“  Bradley. Sam M tCage. Jo h n  Adams. D em etr, W illiam s. Jay  Blass. Carlos C arson, T rip  H ollow ay, LeRoyal Jones, Lionel W a ll,. .  Pat Lonergan. Marcus Q uinn. FO U R T H  R O W : M ark Ip p o l,to  Charles M cDuff. 
* °W »e M ahtook. Jerry M urphrce, Ivan Phillips. J im  H olsom bake, Miles Valentine, Jerry H ill. G reg Lafleur. Danny Soileau. David Bode. Steve Ensm m ger. Bob Lane. Tracy Porter. C lin ton  Burrell. S terling B ante, 




T o p  and bottom  phocos by J . Zictz: 
M iddle by M ereaith
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HOMECOMING
.  Photos by
Queen Lisa Cangelosi J z," !
Daniel














LSU 24 IN D IA N A  17
"This is really a competitive place. The fans really appreciate football. We were going 
for the win at the end of the game, but the defensive end tipped the ball, and LSU made a 
great recovery with the interception.”
— Indiana Coach Lee Corso
"I guess the easiest way to say how we feel is embarrassed. Everybody thought they 
would be a pushover, and I don't think we got ready to play, and Wake Forest was ready 
for everything.”
— Tailback Charles Alexander
i ______ ;
Daniel
LSU 37 RICE 7
"We knew they would be ready. Some friends told us they had 77-0 plastered all over 
the dorms and locker rooms over there. We were just fired up. We learned a great lesson 
I last week. We know we have to get out there and be ready for every team.”
— Defensive End John Adams
Meredith
LSU 34 FLORIDA 21
"LSU beat on us on both sides of the line of scrimmage. Our offensive and defensive 
lines both got whipped. We just got manhandled. I didn’t think our defense would get 
manhandled this badly.”
— Florida Coach Doug Dickey
"Hey, I was pleased pink.”
J. Zietz
LSU 13 W AKE FOREST 11
J. Zjetz
GEORGIA 24 LSU 17
They got after us, and for some reason they just wanted it worse than we did. I thought 
we had a good first half, but once again we failed to put an opponent away when we had 
them on the ropes.”
— Offensive Tackle Robert Dugas
Daniel
LSU 21 KENTUCKY 0
"We were emotionally ready. You could feel the intensity everywhere — in the dressing 
room, on the plane ride here, on the field. We knew we’d win. We shut 'em out, didn't 
we?”
— Defensive End John Adams
Coach Charlie McClendon
134
LSU is not a class team. They are a record breaking team that is always after the ink. All 
they want to do is score a pile of points and get Alexander the Heisman.”
— Ole Miss Middle Guard James Jordan
Meredith
ALABAMA 31 LSU 10
"We felt this was our year to beat Alabama. That’s the tough pan about it. I am a senior, 
and in my four years, we never beat Alabama. They were a typical Alabama team, just really 
good. I don’t know what to say. We came here to win.”
— Linebacker Thad Minaldi
LSU 30 OLE MISS 8
Wozniak
J. Zietz
MISSISSIPPI STATE 16 LSU 14
"I think we did a good job today defensively for one main reason — we played with a lot 
of enthusiasm. All the ink about Alexander being a Heisman candidate inspired our defen­
sive players to go out there and stop him and the whole LSU football team. We really 
didn’t do anything differently today than we normally do. We just were a little more fired - 
up than in some other games.”
— Miss. State Defensive Coordinator S.E. Sullins
LSU 40 TULANE 21
"I’ll tell you what my feelings are about these guys — I hate ’em with a passion, and I’m 
not from Louisiana. They hit us, over-hit us, pulled our facemasks, stepped on us — we had 
a lot of fun. It is just great to beat those guys for four straight years.
— Splitback Mike Quintela
Scheuermann
LSU 24 W Y O M IN G  17 LIBERTY BOWL MISSOURI 20 LSU 5
Daniel
^  yoming came after us, didn't they? We were scrambling for our life at the end. It was 
a clutch win. I m satisfied in winning, but it just shouldn’t have to be that hard.”
— Quarterback Steve Ensminger
"This game was another of those two games in one. The good game we played just 
wasn’t good enough to win the whole thing. It summed up our season . . . we just 
couldn't pull through when we needed to.”







W i n d i n g
















V O L L E Y B A L L
MATCH
LSU 15 15 15
Southeastern La. 8 6 10
LSU 15 15 15
Northeastern La. 3 4 3
LSU 15 15 14 15
Southwestern La. 11 6 16 6
LSU 15 15 15
Northeastern La. 5 4 1
LSU 15 15 15
Miss. State 2 1 1
LSU 15 15 15
New Orleans 5 8 10
LSU 15 15 15
Southwestern La. 6 10 5
LSU 15 15 15
New Orleans 9 10 6
LSU 15 14 15 9 15
Tulane 12 16 13 15 5
LSU 15 8 8 15 16
Nicholls State 10 15 15 12 14
LSU 6 15 12 15 15
Nicholls State 15 1 15 9 11
LSU 15 16 11 16
Tulane 8 14 15 14RECORD: 30-43rd —ALABAMA INVITATIONAL 2nd — MEMPHIS STATE INVITATIONAL 1st _  LAIAW TOURNAMENT
FIRST ROW: Bridgette Greer, Michele Lajaunie, Tanya Sparks, Joanette Boutte, Mary Beth Dupre, Sherri Wintz, Mary Batiste. SECOND 
ROW: Leah White, Sandra Zulli, Peggy O’Meara, Gerry Owens — Coach, Beverly Hise, Kelli Peterson.
Photo courtesy of Rick Shinabcry
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A C A D E M I C S











Thomas D. James 
Joe D. Smith, Jr . 
Ewell E. Eagan 
George L. Luffey 
Richard D ’Aquin 
John Thistletbwaite 
Parletta Holmes (Secretary) 
Edith K. Kirkpatrick 
J . K. Haynes 
Robert J . Bodet 
W .J. DeFelice 
Albert W. Dent 
Judge Rogers M. Prestridge 
D. S. Young
BOARD OF REGENTS
FIRST RO W: THIRD RO W:
Oliver P. Stockwell Norris V. Fitzmorris
A. Eglin McKeithen Jay  Dardenne,
William S. Peck, Jr . 1978 Student Member
Carlos Spaht Camille F. Gravel, Jr.
Jerry McKeman 
Gordon E. Dore 
Willie E. Hausey 
Charles V. Cusimano 
Murphy J . Foster 
William T. Brown
Not pictured: 
Sheldon D. Beychok 
Robert M. Richey, 1979 Student Member 
Kitty B. Strain (Administrative Secretary) 




William T. Hanna, Jr . 
James R. Peltier 
Clarence E. Romero 
Ruth L. Miller
P h oto  courtesy o f  In form ation  Services




H E N R Y  L .  S N Y D E R
Dean of A rts and Sciences
R .  H O W A R D  H A N C H E Y
Dean of Agriculture
Photos by J. Zietz
F R I T Z  A .  M c C A M E R O N  P E T E R  A .  S O D E R B E R G H
Dean of the Division of Continuing Education Dean of Education
152
H U L E N  B .  W I L L I A M S
Dean of Chemistry and Physics
D O N A L D  L .  W O O D L A N D
Dean of Business Administration
J. Zictz
G E R A L D  J .  M c L I N D O N
Dean of Environmental Design




J A M E S  H .  W H A R T O N  V I N C E N T  E .  C A N G E L O S I
Dean of General College Dean of Junior Division
E V E R E T T  L .  T I M M
Dean of Music
B E R N A R D  J .  W I E S T
154 Dean of Social Welfare
Meredith
J A M E S  G .  T R A Y N H A M
Dean of Graduate School
R A L P H  W .  S C H M I D T
Dean of University College
Rosscloc J. Zietz
1 C 7.
J A C K  R .  V A N  L O P I K
Dean of the Center for Wetland Resources
E V E R E T T  D . B E S C H





O T H E R  
F A V O R I T E S .  . .
T. Harry Williams, 
History










C O O P E D  U P
LSU is home to about 30,000 broilers and 
6,000 layers. The coup is complete with 
chicken types ranging from highly developed 
strains of Leghorns to featherless mutations.
Consuming 15,000 pounds of feed weekly, 
the chickens dispute the old addage "eating 
like a bird.” Their corn and soybean diet is 
mixed on the farm in large processors.
The cackling tenants pay for their room 
and board with that prized commodity, "the 
egg.” And the birds pay more than their share 
of the rent as they lay about 62,400 dozen eggs 
per year, or about 35 cases weekly. These eggs 
are then washed, graded and packaged on the 
farm.
Campus Food services use about 90 percent 
of these eggs and broilers raised on LSU 
farms. The remaining 10 percent surplus is 
sold to wholesale producers.
Eggs sales bring in approximately $45,000 
annually. This money is then reinvested into 
the farm to cover maintenance and operating 
expenses.
Everybody has problems, and chickens are 
no exception. Researchers here are attempting 
to solve some of these problems by develop­
ing  faster g row ing  b ro ile r chickens and 
improving egg shell quality, something that 
has cost businesses and housewives thousands 
of dollars. Improvements in breeding, nutri­
tion  and genetic  aspects are also being  
explored.
W orking closely with the university are 
industries which provide major contributions 
to the farm, such as supplying the chickens 
needed for experiments, aiding with research 
projects, and providing financial support.
There are currently 1,200 students, includ­
ing 12 graduate assistants, in the agricultural 
field of poultry who enjoy this high job 
demand from the federal government and var­
ious industries.
LSU is presently the only college in Louisi­




Fall Enrollment: 1,907 Spring Enrollment: 1,799
Rosselot
S. Baroody S. Baroody
S. BaroodyS. Baroody
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Fall Enrollment: 2,912 Spring Enrollment: 2,843
F I G H T I N G  F A T  
T H R O U G H  P S Y C H O L O G Y ?
In its never ending figh t against " the  
b u lge,” th is round the LSU psychology 
department employed a different strategy: 
group therapy.
"W e worked on changing how fast one 
eats, breaking the clean plate habit and asser­
tive food refusal,” says Dr. Donald A. W il­
liamson, director of the project.
The two experim ents involved were 
designed to help overweight couples and ado­
lescents lose weight.
The w eight loss program  for couples 
depended upon each mate’s supportive atti­
tude. Eighty-eight couples were divided into 
ten groups for the ten week project in which 
different aspects of dieting, such as exercise, 
caloric intake, emotional stress, and eating 
habits, were discussed.
The intensity of mate cooperation was var­
ied to determ ine how m uch influence a 
spouse’s encouragement has upon weight loss.
Halfway through the joint exercise-dietary 
program , the average w eight loss was 14 
pounds per person.
The adolescent weight loss program, in 
conjunction with the Developmental Psychol­
ogy Center, dealt with childhood onset obesity 
cases. Teenagers suffering from childhood 
obesity find losing weight much harder than 
those who become obese in adulthood.
Sixty overweight teens tried one of four 
weight loss methods. The first group reduced 
caloric intake; the second increased physical 
activity. A combination of exercise-diet was 
used in the third group. Group four received 
the same information as the others, but they 
did not have to keep written records.
"Our aim was to modify energy balance,” 
says Dr. Williamson. "However,” he contin­
ues, "we found it a chore to motivate these 
teens who have resigned themselves to life­
long obesity.”
In the third week of the plan, the average 
weight loss was one-half pound per week.
Year long follow-up sessions were planned 
after each program ended.
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T ennis balls from  the Tennis C enter are 
bouncing on more courts than ever. Increasing 
numbers of finger-lickers are turning their taste 
buds to Bonaparte’s Fried Chicken. And, Chevy 
C hevettes are chalking up more m iles than 
before.
"B efore” is prior to the time LSU students in 
the Management and Marketing curriculum step­
ped in. For the past five years, they have been 
influencing the tennis you play, the chicken you 
eat and the car you drive.
The system is Management Consulting and 
Marketing Analysis Research for local businesses 
in the Baton Rouge area.
Two management classes, Business Policies 
and Problems and a seminar in Policy Formula­
tion and Administration, comprise the Manage­
m ent Consulting Firm. These students work 
with the Small Business Association (SBA ) to 
provide services to local businesses.
Problems such as accounting, cash flow, site 
location, business expansion, personnel recruit­
ing, and management are among those under­
taken by the young student analysts.
The services to the businesses are virtually 
free with the only cost involving small miscella­
neous expenses incurred by the project itself 
such as transportation and duplications.
The system is reaping rewards for the busi­
nesses, residents and students in the Baton 
Rouge area. Businesses unable to afford profes­
sional consultation obtain valuable advice on cut­
ting expenses and maximizing sales. The con­
sumers, in turn, receive better service and quality 
for their dollar, while students working with the 
projects gain valuable business experience.
SCHOOT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN




Pooling all efforts in the curricula, students 
and faculty in Environmental Design worked 
together in Alexandria, Louisiana, to consider the 
master plan and design of the city.
To understand the specific needs of the area, 
the students made numerous trips to Alexandria 
to work with the Rapides Area Planning Com­
mission and various concerned citizens. The first 
part of the spring semester was spent developing 
master plans for the city. The latter half was 
devoted to detailing specific design solutions, 
like the River Front area, and to restoring older 
downtown buildings.
The 35 students were divided into four teams 
to work on the downtown area and two residen­
tial sections. The Planning Commission pro­
vided a budget to cover the students’ project 
expenses.
The novice designers gained practical experi­
ence in dealing with various construction, eco­
nomic, real estate, and business problems while 
they provided a valuable service to the city. The 
o ff ic ia ls  coord inating  the pro ject intend to 
employ LSU’s solutions into a master plan pack­
age for the Rapides area.
Meredith
Wozniak
COLLEGE OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS







I B M  3 0 3 3  T A K E S  O V E R
There was a time when computer science stu­
dents had to wait in line for hours to run their pro­
grams and receive the results. The overloaded com­
puter eventually became inoperable, causing work 
and research project delays.
T h ings changed in June , 1978, when LSU 
replaced the old IBM 360/65 with the IBM 3033 
Processor Complex. For a whopping $6.5 million, 
the Baton Rouge campus now owns the largest sin­
gle system of any university in the country.
Once the system’s capabilities are built up to its 
maximum potential, the IBM 3033 will have much 
more speed and capacity than the older model.
W hen the 3033 is in full operation, many new 
things will be possible. For example, Administra­
tive Data Processing records of 50,000 students 
from three campuses will be more accurate and 
readily available.
In addition, research programs in engineering, 
agriculture, mathematics, and computer science will 
be enhanced by access to the modern system. The 
computer, incredibly enough, may also be utilized 
for new applications in music.
In the future, terminals may be used for direct 
"on line” communication with the computer during 
registration. And before too long, enough terminals 
may be purchased for computer science students, 
thereby eliminating the present system of cards, 
keypunches and card readers.
Toomcy ^
T H E  C O N T R O V E R S I A L  
N A T I O N A L  T E A C H E R ' S  
E X A M
The National Teacher’s Exam results raised 
questions about the qualifications of Louisia­
na’s teachers.
For the first time in the state’s history, a 
standardized test was used as criteria for 
teacher certification. In the past, a college 
degree in education was the only requirement 
for a teaching certificate.
The new law went into effect in November 
’78 when 1,500 Louisiana college seniors sat 
down to take the five hour test. The multiple 
choice exam, made up by the Education Test­
ing Services of Princeton, New Jersey, was 
divided into two parts: common knowledge 
and expertise in the student’s particular field.
Disgusted students voiced their opinions. 
"The test has nothing to do with how to 
teach,” said one. Others complained the exam 
was culturally biased and could not ensure 
teaching competency.
Louisiana has the highest cut-off point of 
the five states now using the NTE as a means 
for certification. The state does have the right 
to set the cut-off point; however, once the 
limit is set, the law prohibits making excep­
tions to pass failing students.
State Superintendent J. Kelly N ix and his 
committee were divided over the setting of a 
cut-off point. The final decision resulted in a 
scalar point system. O ut of 1,800 possible 
points, the passing grade for elementary edu­
cation was 1,031; for social studies teachers, 
1,149; and for math teachers, 1,202.
Only 52.8 percent of those who took the 
first test passed. Of the 20 colleges and uni­
versities taking the exam, LSU-Shreveport had 
the highest passing rate at 100 percent. South­
ern showed the lowest scores with only two 
percent passing. LSU-Baton Rouge fared well 
with 81 percent of its students making the 
grade.
Those that fail have the opportunity to re­
take the test as it is offered three times a year. 
In addition to the study guide, some schools, 
such as Southern, have instituted a preparatory 
course for education seniors facing the exam.
Dean of Education at LSU, Peter Soder­
bergh, thinks the test may backfire. "N o  
young person of potential in his right mind 
will want to undergo such a punitive experi­




C O L L E G E  O F  E D U C A T I O N
F all Enrollment: 2,394 Spring Enrollment: 2,222
I
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Absolute quiet exists in a small, isolated 
room deep in the basement of the Electrical 
Engineering Building. An insulated "sound 
room,” one of the largest in the country, con­
tains special stereo-testing equipment. This 
site is home base of the Engineering Acousti­
cal Research Society (EARS).
EARS is a student organization with big 
plans. President Richard Gary says he hopes 
his club will become " . . .  a consumer-ori­
ented student service. W e tested commercial 
stereo speakers,” he continues, "to find out if 
it’s worth the money you pay for it.”
T he E ngineering  D epartm en t has not 
offered courses in acoustical engineering in 
some time. Dr. Robert Nethken, who serves 
as faculty advisor to EARS, fostered student 
interest in the field of sound and acoustics in 
1977 when the "sound room” was rediscov­
ered. Since then, he and EARS members have 
searched far and near and have pleaded and 
bargained with private companies for new test 
equipment.
A lthough lack of available funds still 
plagues the group, EARS members hope to 
become part of a national engineering society 
that will subsidize the group’s expenses. Some 
day, EARS would like to turn the forgotten 
basement room into a recording studio, a wide 
range test facility, and a research lab for 
advancements in acoustical engineering.
G O T  Y O U R  E A R S  O N ?
C O L L E G E  O F  E N G I N E E R I N G
F a ll Enrollment: 2,083 Spring Enrollment: 2,121
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G E N E R A L  C O L L E G E
U N I V E R S I T Y  C O L L E G E
F a ll Enrollm ent: 2,254 Spring Enrollment: 2,264
C R I M I N A L  J U S T I C E
Experience counts, especially for criminal 
justice majors. And here at LSU, that’s the 
logic behind criminal justice student assign­
ments to organizations like the Rape Crisis 
Center, Family Court, the Juvenile Detention 
Home, and the District Attorney’s office.
"T h e  departm ent emphasizes the beha­
vioral aspect of law enforcement,” says N ich­
olas Astone, criminal justice instructor. "W e 
teach our students how to avoid violence and 
how to handle the people they may meet in 
their profession.”
Formerly the Department of Law Enforce­
ment, the Department of Criminal Justice 
offers a full four-year curriculum. And, just 
for the record, about 27 percent of the stu­
dents enrolled are women.
The State Police Crime Lab is the vehicle 
through which students learn finger-printing, 
blood-typing, voice prints, and drug analysis 
techniques. Guest speakers also demonstrate 
the polygraph as well as different types of bal­
listics, firearms and bombs.
Field trips to state prisons and correctional 
institutions serve as part of the Introductions 
to Corrections course. Students utilize these 
trips to interview inmates and administrators, 
thereby gaining valuable insight into both 
sides of the penal system.
Ros*|0‘
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During the spring, counselors pour over 
high school seniors’ ACT scores, grade tran­
scripts and class standings looking for weak 
students who possess certain strong points. 
Once they spot the weaknesses, counselors 
begin looking for potential. Unbalanced ACT 
scores indicate a pupil has strong motivating 
interests in certain areas.
Junior Division’s new Special Services pro­
gram is designed to help students who may be 
weak in some areas but show enough potential 
to become college graduates.
Over 200 incoming freshmen were invited 
to participate in 1978, and although not all 
students receive an invitation, anyone who 
seeks help can benefit from the program.
Freshmen involved in the project undergo 
extensive scholastic counseling throughout 
their first year. In addition to their regular 
classes, students earn two college credits for a 
study skills course. Remedial courses in math, 
English and reading skills are also offered.
LSU received funds from the state and the 
U.S. Department of Health, Education and 
W elfare to implement the two-year program. 
Dr. Mildred Roberts, director of Special Ser­
vices at LSU, hopes the program  w ill be 
extended another four years once the results 
have been analyzed.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC




The cornetto, the sackbutt, the viola de 
gamba, the shawn, and the krummhorn are 
among the unusual instrum ents played by 
LSU’s Collegium Musicum.
Led by Dr. W allace McKenzie, the group 
studies and plays a variety of instruments all 
dating before the 18th century. The instru­
ments produce an old, courtly sound, very d if­
ferent from the music of today. The dates of 
the composers and their works range from 
1200 to 1750.
Each student who plays w ith the Collegium 
is expected to research a composition of inter­
est to him. The student then introduces the 
composition to the class, g iv ing the historical 
background of the composer and the historical 
setting of the piece.
Most of the pieces dating earlier than 1600 
have no instrum entation  m ark ing, so the 
groups must experiment with different instru­
ments until they find a sound that is both sat­
isfying and appropriate.
After forming a repertoire, the Collegium 
performs, usually once a semester. The mem­
bers of the ensemble dress according to the 
time in which the music was written.
D uring the spring  concert, slides were 
shown of the art work contemporary to the 
p iece being perform ed, thus enab ling  the 
audience to relate the composers to their peri­
ods. W orks by Cipriano do Rore (1516-1565), 
Jacob Obrecht (1452-1502) and J . S. Bach 
(1685-1750) were included in that perform­
ance.
Since its inception six years ago, the Colle­
gium has been open to anyone interested in 
the music of this earlier time period. Most of 
the students who play with the ensemble have 
some knowledge of the instruments used and 
have played similar instruments before.
i




A m ajor videotape resource project was 
instituted at the School of Social W elfare in 
1978. The wide-ranging project w ill eventu­
ally lead to a package of materials that w ill aid 
in the instruction and training of mentally- 
retarded children throughout the state.
The project, supported by a federal grant, 
was actually a multi-phased program aimed, 
not only at professionals, but also people in 
the community who were involved with these 
special children through their personal lives.
One of the videotaped film s was a synopsis 
of a six-month, in-service training program 
held at the Columbia State School. The film , 
according to project coordinator Jud i B. Odom 
of the LSU Social W elfare staff, w ill aid par­
ents of mentally retarded children in learning 
new techniques of training and rearing. These 
techniques w ill facilitate the child ’s transition 
from a special school into the community.
Other major projects in various stages of 
development at the Social W elfare School 
include the establishment of an off-campus 
training center for state employees in social 
work; a program for special instruction in 
alcoholism counseling; movements toward the 
implementation of a doctorate program; and a 
new degree option in master’s of social science 
planning.
Fall Enrollment: 228 Spring Enrollment: 228
W hiteside
CENTER fo r  w e t l a n d  r e s o u r c e s
Pall Enrollment: 42 Spring Enrollment: 38
SEA GRANT
The use of crawfish waste as fertilizer, the 
feeding of caged bullfrogs and the immuniza­
tion of alligators against septicemia were all 
Louisiana research projects funded by the 
National Sea Grant Program.
In 1978, LSU was awarded the status of Sea 
Grant College, the highest level in the Sea 
Grant Program. A university earns this title 
only after years of undisputed high perform­
ance and productivity in marine and coastal 
stud ies. O n ly  12 o ther u n iv e rs it ie s  have 
reached this status since the inception of the 
Sea Grant Program in 1966.
The Louisiana Sea Grant Program presently 
includes four basic categories of research. Sys­
tems Ecology studies the effects of pollution 
upon the water’s productivity. Fisheries and 
Seafood Industries deals with problems related 
to sh rim p , craw fish  and fish  processing . 
Coastal Zone Planning and Development tries 
to maximize the potential of natural water 
resources. And, Law and Socio-economics is 
currently developing a property rights regime 
for ocean space.
W ith  Sea Grant aid, Marine Sciences has 
bu ilt up solid M aster’s and D octoral pro­
grams. Faculty from over 20 different aca­
demic departments have been involved with 
the Sea Grant Program. Graduate students 
work directly on research while undergradu­
ates work in the labs and offices to gain valua­
ble experience in the field of sea development.
S C H O O L  O F  V E T E R I N A R Y  M F . P T C T N F .




Interested spectators at the Vet School Dedication
VET SCHOOL 
DEDICATION
"It was almost as hard to get the school as 
it is for a student to get in,” quipped State 
Senator B. B. Rayburn at the official dedica­
tion of the new Veterinary Medicine Building. 
In 1965, Rayburn introduced the legislative 
bill to build the school. He toured the final 
result of his efforts along with other visitors 
at the October 28 ceremony.
The facilities at the teaching hospital ena­
ble the student to work with animal patients 
accepted for diagnosis and treatment from 
Baton Rouge and surrounding cities.
W ith in  the hospital are laboratory and 
research sections as well as treatment centers 
for both large and small animals. The small 
animal ward consists of four 25-cage patient 
rooms. Animals ranging from dogs, cats, pigs, 
and deer have been examined and treated in 
the small animal clinic.
The large animal clinic treats mostly horses 
and cattle and is equipped with living quarters 
for these animals. Stalls are lined by aisles for 
hay, water and' feed. Animals with contagious 
diseases are separated from other an im als 
north of the main building in an isolation 
area.
The centralized surgical area provides facili­
ties for both large and small animals. Equip­
ment such as remote television cameras, an 
electric call station for nurses and a medical 
gas system supply the student with sophisti­
cated training facilities. The recovery room is 
padded w ith  m ovable floors to allow  the 
p atien t easy m ovem ent w h ile  s t i l l  under 
anesthesia.
The pharmacy aids the student in services 
for teaching and research and also dispenses 
drugs and supplies for treatment of animals. 
The central sterile supply includes laundry 
sterilization and storage with access directly 
into the central corridor of the surgical area.
The Instructional Research area is equipped 
with vital communication sources, including 
medical illustration space for photography, 
graphics, closed-circuit television, motion-pic- 
ture production, and special systems mainte­
nance.
The veterinary medicine library, located on 
the first floor, contains approximately 12,000 
volumes on health information and other rela­
ted areas for research and material for the 
Baton Rouge area.
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W H O ' S
Kathleen Marie Socolofsky
Sally A melia Stuart Stacy Williams
C R E D I T S
Nancy Allbritton
LSU Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship Nominee; Phi Beta Kappa; LSU Alumni Feder­
ation Scholarship; Board of Supervisors Scholarship; T. H. Harris Scholarship.
Mary Nell Anderson
Head Tigerette; Feature Twirler LSU Tiger Band; Mortar Board Secretary; 
Omicron Delta Kappa; U.S. Goodwill Ambassador to South America, 1978; 
Mary Marx Scholarship.
Donna Bradley
Mortar Board Historian; Phi Kappa Phi; Scotch Guard, PR and rush chairman; 
Kappa Delta Pi; Alpha Lambda Delta; Mu Sigma Rho; Rho Lambda.
Thomas A. Casey, Jr.
College of Business Administration, president and vice president; Delta Sigma 
Pi, vice president; Mortar Board; Omicron Delta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi.
Dorothy Ann Chambers
Magna Cum Laude graduate; Gamma Sigma Delta; Outstanding Sophomore in 
College of Agriculture; Mortar Board; Phi Kappa Phi; Omicron Nu; Phi Upsi- 
lon Omicron.
Willis Delony
First place, LMTA College Piano Auditions; Guest soloist, Baton Rouge Sym­
phony, 1977; Soloist. Baton Rouge Summer Arts Festival; Soloist, Phi Kappa 
Phi.
Lisa Dixon
Reveille reporter, news editor, and special sections editor; Mortar Board editor; 
Charles P. Manship Journalism Scholarship; Phi Kappa Phi; Omicron Delta 
Kappa.
Allison Dohrman
Mortar Board Outstanding Freshman Woman, 1972-73; All Media Arts Compe­
tition, Houston, 1978-79; Pastel Society of America — 6th annual juried exhib­






Robert W ayne Dugas
National Football Foundation and H all of Fame Scholarship; A ll South; All- 
SEC; A ll-American; NCAA Top Five Student Athlete; Hula Bowl; Senior 
Bowl; Mortar Board; Phi Kappa Phi; Mu Sigma Rho; Omicron Delta Kappa.
Steven D. Everson
Phi Zeta — National Veterinary Honor Society; Merck Award, 1978; LUMA 
Memorial Scholarship; Alpha Sigma Omicron; Phi Kappa Phi.
Ramsey Reid Falconer
Tau Sigma Delta president; Scabbard Blade Outstanding Freshman; George 
Marshal Award (National Outstanding Cadet); ROTC Corps Commander, Sen­
ior Colonel; Mortar Board.
Terry Ford Ferguson
Pi Sigma Epsilon treasurer, Annual report committee, Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi 
Kappa Phi; Veta Alpha Psi; Pi Tau Pi; Alpha Lambda Delta.
J ill  Ford
Baptist Student Union — summer missionary in Kenya Africa; LTA Scholar­
ship; Scotch Guard; M ortar Board; Herget Hall Freshman Advisor.
Theresa Rose Harper
Mortar Board president; Phi Kappa Phi Freshman 4.0 Award; Angel Flight 
information comptroller; Phi Alpha Theta; Phi Kappa Phi; Omicron Delta 
Kappa.
Mary Harlen Hurlbert
LSU Alumni Scholarship; National M erit Scholar; Mortar Board; Phi Kappa 
Phi; First place, Regional National Association of Teachers of Singing (NATS) 
Contest.
Gerard L. K illebrew
Don Giovanni in LSU Opera Don G iovanni; LSU Music State R ally  Scholar­
ship; Phi Kappa Phi; Mortar Board; LSU Alumni Federation Scholarship.
Susan Emily Lake
Speech Leadership Award; Delta Gamma president, corresponding secretary, 
outstanding junior and outstanding active; Mortar Board; Phi Kappa Phi; 
Kappa Delta Pi.
Robert D. Lawrence
W illiam  Randolph Hearst Scholarship; Theta Xi president, 1978-79, secretary, 
1977-79; IFC — Representative, judicial board; T. H. Harris Scholarship; O m i­
cron Delta Kappa; M ortar Board.
Bradley A llen Leger
Agricultural Students Association, president and secretary; Alpha Tau Alpha 
president and vice-president; Outstanding Senior in Vocational Agricultural 
Education; Outstanding Senior Boy in College of Agriculture; T iger Band.
Eve Barrie Masinter
SGA — president protempore, rules committee chairman and assembly mem­
ber; Lobby commission; Past President’s Award; Mortar Board; Mu Sigma Rho; 
Omicron Delta Kappa.
Elizabeth J . Michel
LSU Union president; Acappella Choir president; Producer — "O f Mice and 
Men” and "M idsummer N ight’s Dream” ; LSU Expo chairman; Student pro­
ducer of Summer Dinner Theater; Student coordinator of Louisiana College 
Theater Festival.
Joan Marie Michiels
Mortar Board; Beta A lpha Psi recording secretary; Beta Gamma Sigm a; Pi Tau 
Pi; Certificate of Merit — LSU Accounting Department.
Kathy O rillion
Gumbo Copy Editor, 1978, M anaging Editor, 1976; Phi Kappa Phi; Mu Sigma 
Rho; Honors Division in College of Arts and Sciences.
Peggy O ’Meara
LSU varsity volleyball tri-captain; T. H. Harris Scholarship; Board of Supervi­
sors Scholarship; Mu Sigma Rho; LSU Varsity Athletic Scholarship; National 
L ’ Club member.
Karlynn Vann Peltz
Mortar Board Outstanding Freshman; Scabbard and Blade treasurer; Alpha
Delta Pi (National Scholastic Achievement Award); Omicron Delta Kappa. 
David Perry
Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; A lpha Epsilon Delta; LSU Alumni Scholar­
ship; LSU Tiger Band; Phi Eta Sigma; National Dean’s List.
Jose Antonio Ramirez Mendez
Venezuela Student Association — president, treasurer, vice-president and editor; 
Gamma Sigma Delta; LSU International Advisory Council, Panelist at the 
NAFSA 29th National Conference at New Orleans.
Bob Richey
SGA president; Union Governing Board; Athletic Council; American Student 
Federation vice-president; LSU Board of Supervisors student member.
Andrew R inker,Jr.
LSU Union Program Council president; LSU Governing Board president; Phi 
Eta Sigma vice-president; Beta Gamma Sigma; Delta Sigma Pi vice-president.
Rhonda D. Rogers
1978 Homecoming Court sem i-finalist; LSU Fashion Committee; Angel Flight 
National Executive O fficer; Delta Sigma Pi; Phi Sigma Iota; Mortar Board; 
Omicron Delta Kappa.
James Rusch
Alpha Epsilon Delta; Phi Kappa Phi; A lpha Chi Epsilon Master of Ceremo­
nies; SGA election board; Jun ior Division Representative; Kirby Smith presi­
dent.
Pannal Alan Sanders
Phi Kappa Phi; Mu Sigma Rho; Phi Eta Sigm a; Omicron Delta Epsilon; Dean’s 
List; Arts and Sciences Honors Division.
Kathleen Marie Socolofsky
Angel Flight — commander, little major, little colonel; Phi Kappa Phi Senior 
Fellowship Alternate; Mortar Board Outstanding Freshman; Outstanding Soph­
omore in Education.
Sarbjeet K . Sra
AW S president and vice-president; Angel Flight outstanding pledge; Dow 
Chemical Scholarship; Alpha Lambda Delta.
Alfred Gene Stevens
Alpha Zeta president and vice-president; American Veterinary Medicine Associ­
ation student chapter — president, vice-president and parliamentarian; Dean Lee 
Memorial Scholarship; American Legion Scholarship.
Beverly K . Stokes
Angel Flight national commander; Alpha Lambda Delta vice-president; ALCHE 
scholarship; College of Engineering Honor Award; Phi Kappa Phi.
Sally Amelia Stuart
Baton R ouge Associated G eneral Contractors’ Scho larsh ip ; O utstand ing 
Woman in Construction Scholarship; Mortar Board; Omicron Delta Kappa; 
Alpha Lambda Delta.
Stacey W illiam s
Alpha Delta Pi vice-president and outstanding active; Phi Sigma Iota; Sigma 
Delta Pi; Rho Sigma; T. H. Harris Scholarship; Scotch Guard.
Betty Ann W u lff
Mu Sigma Rho — vice-president, secretary and treasurer; Angel Flight; Phi Mu 
— active of the month, scholarship charm and Project Hope chairman, Mortar 
Board; Northern Illinois Gas Company Scholarship; LSU Fashion Board.
Not p ictu red :
Mary Lee Eggart 
Charles Anthony Germano 
Vance Arnold Gibbs 
Mary Fiona McLaughlin 
Thomas Stanton Piland 
W illiam  W hitm ell Pugh 
June Martin Rudd 
Scott T iffany Springer 
John S. V illarubia 
Violet Joan W illiam s
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T R A G E D Y
One person was killed a n d  five were in ju red  en route 
to a  Theta X i  pre-initiation ceremony on River R oad
near Brusly.
The accident occurred late Ja n u a ry  11 when a  car struck 
a  group o f  pledges who were being led across the street 
blindfolded. Reports indicated the car was blinded by 
the lights o f  the truck used by the fra te rn ity  to u n ­
load  the pledges. The truck was p a rk e d  facing  the 
oncoming car, a n d  the pledges were led across the street 
near the back o f the truck, behind the lights.
The tragedy not only sparked controversial publicity 
concerning hazing, its definition, a n d  the Greek system 
in general, but also a  g ra n d  ju ry  investigation in 
which Assistant D istrict A ttorney B arry  W ilkinson later 
announced no charges w ould be filed.
The fra tern ity  was placed on to ta l probation fo r
one year.
Meredith
T E A C H E R S  O N  S T R I K E
Crippling public  schools f o r  two weeks, Baton 
Rouge teachers go on strike after the school 
board  refuses to call a  special meeting to 
consider collective bargaining. 
The strike forces student teachers, unable to 
cross picket lines, to make up missed teaching 
hours du ring  their fina ls  in  order to graduate.
Courtesy of STATE TIMES -  MORNING ADVOCATE photographer Duane Cooke
Harassment of Free Speech Alley participants 
by Campus Police, concerning violation of the 
state fire code requirements for building 
entrances, results in the arrest of Alley 
heckler Gary Corbin and the uprooting of Free 
Speech Alley from its location on the front 
steps of the Union, to the Campus Police 
building.
The incident also results in the placement 
of white tape outlining unobstructable fire 
lanes, preventing future Alley participants 









Tulane University appears to go "on 
location ” when a concrete sign, for­
merly located on St. Charles Avenue in 
New Orleans, mysteriously surfaces in 
several LSU locations. The picture 
here shows its final placement in 
front of Hodges Hall. 
After bulldozing it out o f the ground, 
authorities promptly returned the sign — 
no longer in one piece — to Tulane.
A carefully planned New Orleans Police strike cancels 
Mardi Gras for the first time during peace time in the 
141 year history of the carnival. The strike was bad 
news for New Orleans, costing the city an estimated $7 
million in lost tourist revenues, but good news for 
Fat City, Gretna, New Roads, Mamou, and Lafayette 









I R A N I A N  P R O T E S T
Spurred by the overthrow o f  the Shah a n d  his 
regime, Iran ian  students shed their ski masks 
a n d  stage several demonstrations protesting 
w hat one editorial describes as the . . p a in fu l 
reality o f  U.S. dom ination a n d  exploitation 
o f . . . I ra n .”
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J. Zietz
S T U D E N T  A R T  S H O W
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S. Baroody
F L E A  M A R K E T
K E E P I N G  T H E  C L A R E T I A N S
Bishop Joseph V. Sullivan’s dismissal o f  F ather D a n  D rin an  a n d  other 
C laretian priests sets o ff an  uproar o f  protests, press conferences 
a n d  p rayer vigils in the Baton Rouge Catholic community. 
D oing i t  in the name o f  t(the honor a n d  glory o f G od a n d  the good 
o f  my neighbor,” the bishop gave no reason fo r  the ouster th a t many 
view as his attem pt to destroy the community’s rtprogressive,
tolerant” attitudes.
Sullivan sa id  th a t  inform ing the Claretians o f  the reason fo r  their 
dismissal . m ight depend on whether he [D rinan]sees f i t  to ask me 
fo r  them [a n d ]  i t  is done in the context o f  a  friendly discussion 
a n d  not something th a t w ould be revealed to the press. ” 
In D r in a n ’s words, th a t was "like offering to give the dead body a
copy o f the autopsy. ”
Toomcy Scheuermann
L S U  wins the Bemie Moore All-Sports Trophy 
fo r  the f irs t time in  the 15 year history o f 
the aw ard, a fter the tennis team clinches the 
necessary deciding points by placing th ird  in 
the SEC tennis championships. Basketball a n d  
wrestling were the sports accum ulating the most 
points in carrying L SU  to the prestigious 
a w a rd  th a t has been won by only fo u r  other 
conference schools since its inception in  1965 .
Photos by I. Zietz
L S U  W I N S  S E C  A L L - S P O R T S  T R O P H Y
T - S H I R T S
Am ericans are notorious f o r  telling it  like it  is a n d  there's no 
better way to do i t  th an  T-shirts. L S U  students are no exception as 
they are seen here provid ing  valuable inform ation a n d  insight on . . .
Meredith Meredith Meredith
Sinner
198 methods used to see it,
how to advertise th a t you 've got it, lines used to get it,











I N T E R N A T I O N A L
Louise B row n  —  F irst te s t  tu b e  baby 
Pope J o h n  Paul II  —  F irs t P o lish  pope, 
e lec ted  a fte r  th e  d ea th s  o f P o p e  Paul 
V I  and  his successor P o p e  J o h n  Paul 
I, w h o  re ig n ed  34 days.
O v e r th r o w  o f  th e  S h a h  o f  I r a n  —  
Islam ic  law  re in sta ted  
G u y an a  —  over 900 c o m m it m ass su i­
cide
SA L T  II ag reem en t 
M id east Peace se ttle m en t 
O P E C  o il p rice  increase 
M a rg a re t  T h a tc h e r  —  B r i ta in ’s f ir s t  
fem a le  P rim e  M in is te r
N A T I O N A L
C a rte r’s E nergy  P lan
N e w  Y o rk  T im e s  strikes fo r  88 days
C a lifo rn ia ’s P ro p o sitio n  13
G acy m urders
F arm er’s p ro te s t in  D .C .
T h re e -M ile  Is la n d  N u c le a r  R eac to r 
G as  S ho rtage  
D C -10  crash  k ills  275 
J o h n  S p e n k e lin k  is execu ted  in  F lorida 
e lec tric  chair
S T A T E
C rabs cause C h o le ra  
D im e  p h o n e  call 
O t to  P assm an  tria l
Police s tr ik e  in  N e w  O rlea n s  cancels 
M ard i G ras 
N ix  se ts N T E  scores h ig h e s t in  n a tio n  
B ayou Sorrell chem ical w aste  site  
T e a ch e r’s s trike  in  B aton  R o u g e  
D isaste ro u s  f lo o d in g
D U B I O U S  E V E N T S
D o u b le  E a g e l b a llo o n  c ro sse s  th e  
A tlan tic
W o m e n  c l im b  A n n a p u r n a  P e a k  in  
H im alayas 
A lb e rt E in ste in  —  100th ann iversary  
Soviet U n io n  se t new  space endu ran ce  
records 
Sky Lab falls  to  E arth
S P O R T S
Y ankees w in  W o r ld  Series 
P ete  R ose  h its  1,897 
R on  G u id ry  —  C y Y o u n g  A w ard  ’78 
A li d e f e a ts  S p in k s  —  w in s  W o r ld  
C h a m p io n sh ip  fo r th ird  tim e  
S uper B ow l —  P ittsb u rg  over D allas  
S u g a r  B o w l —  A la b a m a  o v e r  P e n n  
S tate
M ich ig an  State —  N C A A  B asketball 
C h a m p io n s  
L ouisiana S tate U n iv ers ity  —  SEC bas­
k e tb a ll ch am p io n s 
W o o d y  H ayes fired
A n a th o n y  K a r p o v  —  r e ta in s  w o r ld  
chess ch a m p io n sh ip
F A D S
T o g as
R o lle r sk a tin g  
D isco
B o ttled  P e rrie r  W a te r  
Frisbee 
B ackgam m on 
R acquetba ll
M O V I E S
D eer H u n te r  —  O scar w in n e r
C h in a  S yndrom e
C o m in g  H o m e
A n U n m arried  W o m a n
C a lifo rn ia  Suite
D ays o f H eaven
In te rio rs
H eav en  C an  W a it
M id n ig h t E xpress
Superm an
A nim al H o u se
G rease
T h e  W iz
Lord o f th e  R in g s
T E L E V I S I O N
M o rk  and  M indy  
Real People 
Saturday N ig h t  Live 
Fantasy  Island  
Love B oat 
D a llas
J o h n n y  C arson  announces 
d issa tisfac tion  w ith  
T o n ig h t Show
P E R F O R M E R S
J o n  V o ig h t 
R o b e rt D e N iro  
J a n e  Fonda 
Steve M artin  
R o b in  W illia m s  
C ris Reeves 
C h ery l T iegs 
J o h n  T ravo lta  
Susan A n ton  
T h e  Bee G ees 
J o h n  B elushi
M A R R I E D
K in g  H ussein  and Lisa H alaby
Patty  H earst
C h ristin a  O nassis
Susan Ford
K ate  Jackson
Jack ly n  S m ith
D I E D
Edger Bergan 
M argare t M ead 
K e ith  M oon 
N o rm a n  R ockw ell 
K arl W allen d a  
C harlie  C h ap lin  
J o h n  W a y n e  
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New Orleans Society Jazz Band








S P O R T S
BASKETBALL
There were a lot of things about the 1978- 
79 basketball season that had never been seen 
before.
First off, there was a quiet and somewhat 
sem i-reversed D ale Brown. Yes, a new, 
im proved D ale Brown. T h is was a Dale 
Brown who wasn’t telling the world how his 
team was going to do this and that.
Maybe that’s because Brown knew what tal­
ent he had on hand. To lead off his lineup, 
Brown had All-SEC forward Durand "Rudy” 
Macklin, a guy who had a jump shot so quick 
that nobody saw it go up except Macklin him­
self. Then, there was DeWayne "Astronaut” 
Scales at the other forward, a slightly matured 
sophomore who liked to leap backboards with 
a single bound.
At guard was Ethan "T h e Huck” Martin, a 
super quick player whose main ambition in 
basketball was to be the first man ever to steal 
the ball and the pants off of an opposing 
guard. The other guard spot belonged to the 
From the Bronx” kid, A1 Green, a transfer by 
way of North Carolina State, W estern Ari­
zona Junior College and various other fine 
institutions too numerous to mention. Green’s 
main ambition in basketball was to steal the 
pants o ff of an opposing guard before Martin 
had a chance to.
And at center, as Big Sid Crocker the LSU 
P.A. announcer would cheerlead, was Lionel 
"Tree” Green, rebounder, shot-blocker and 
jabbermouth supreme.
Also back after a one year lay-off following 
a one-on-one battle with the books was Greg 
"The Cookieman” Cook, the muscle and hus­
tle of the Tiger front line who later turned 
out to be a life-saver.
Top-flight reinforcements (there were no 
"substitu tes” in Brow n’s eyes) were Jordy 
Hultberg, who only hit shots from the bal­
cony; Rick Mattick, a 7-0, 270-pound man of 
bronze who filled the lane like a battleship; 
Ernest Brown, a walk-on from a year ago who 
would later in the ’79 season cause Kentucky 
to walk o ff ; W illie "T h e Black J e t ” Sims, a 
guard with unlimited talent who learned to 
get his talent under control as the season prog­
ressed; Andy Campbell, the 7-2 Aussie whose 
height was a topic for campus conversation 
(" I  wonder what it’s like to date a guy that 
tall”) ; Gus "T h e Bus” Rudolph, a Louisville 
freshman who became a hero later in the year; 
and freshman J .  Brian Bergeron of Port Allen 
who, along w ith R ed em p to rist’s D uane 




So, the season began. LSU’s exhibition win 
over the Australian Champs was like the 
world’s tallest five basketball players playing 
two and a half tag teams of midget wrestlers. 
Then, with Macklin leading the way, Brown’s 
Bengals swept past two opponents before run­
ning into trouble.
W ell, actually, Macklin fell on to trouble 
when he broke a bone in his foot after coming 
down with a rebound in practice on the last 
day of November. The injury, as it turned out, 
put him out the rest of the season.
Upon this lousy turn of events, Brown 
inserted Cook in Macklin’s place and turned to 
seniors A1 and Lionel Green for leadership. 
Brown told the press, in so many words, that 
the Tigers weren’t about to pack up their 
lunches and forget the picnic.
LSU finished o ff the pre-SEC games with 
an 8-0 record and shot up in the national rank­
ings. Still, there was some question as to the 
caliber of the Tigers’ opponents. After beating 
Georgia, the Tigers put the critics to rest in 
not-so-heavenly peace when they marched 
into Rupp Arena in Lexington, Kentucky, and 
marched out with a 93-89 win over the W ild­
cats for the first Tiger win ever at Kentucky. 
During the course of the game, Ernest Brown 
came off the bench and scored 14 key points.
The Tigers then dropped two in a row, the 
longest losing streak of the year, before get­
ting their act back together with wins over 
Florida and Auburn. The following week at 
O le M iss, the largest basketball crowd in 
Louisiana collegiate history, 14,568, was on 
hand as the Tigers relied on a game-winning 
free throw by Rudolph to pull out an over­
time win. Then, after a two-point win at home 
over Tennessee, the Tigers lost to Georgia on 
the road.
From then on, the Tigers were clear for 
their landing to take the first SEC Champion­
ship in 25 years. A long the way, LSU 
revenged an earlier loss to Vanderbilt with a 
92-71 beating, and so the title-clinching game 
was set with Alabama.
W ith  13,754 present in the LSU Assembly 
Center, the magical moment of winning the 
SEC C ham pionship  unfolded. T h ere  was 
Scales, bombing from the outside and throw­
ing in a monstrous dunk after Martin gave up 
an easy lay-up. There was A1 Green, scoring 
28 points and dunking in the face of two Ala­
bama defenders. And most importantly, there 
was Mattick, cramming in an unbelievable 
two-handed jam that sent Tiger fans in newly 






























































Alabama didn’t believe it either when a 
makeshift SEC Championship flag was drop­
ped from the roof with 38 seconds left in the 
game. It didn’t matter to LSU because the 
Tigers easily won 86-66.
After LSU dropped their final season game 
to Mississippi State, the rumblings started and 
couldn’t be stopped with R-O-L-A-I-D-S.
The rumblings turned into a volcano at the 
SEC Tournament in Birmingham when Tiger 
coach Brown found pro basketball agent 
Andrew Benson of Houston in the room of 
sophomore star Scales. Brown was hot. Scales 
had told Brown that he hadn’t talked to Ben­
son when he actually had. Brown found relief 
from the problem and spelled it S-U-S-P-E-N- 
S-I-O-N.
W ith Scales suspended after the LSU loss 
to Kentucky in the SEC Tourney, LSU went 
on to beat Appalachian State in the quarterfi­
nals of the Mideast Regionals, using 14 points 
from Mattick and 16 rebounds from Lionel 
Green.
In the semi-finals, LSU ran into the even­
tual national champions, Michigan State. For 
about two minutes, the game looked like it 
would be a game. But State’s Gregory Kelser 
converted two steals into two dunks, and he 
and the rest of the Spartans skipped down the 
Yellow Brick Road to the National Champi­
onship, living happily ever after.
But the book on the Tigers isn’t closed. 
There’s always next year’s edition . . . people 
just hate bad endings.





























W O M E N ' S  
B A S K E T B A L L
TEAM LSU OPP
Alabama 105 57
Stephen F. Austin 71 69
Valdosta State 101 80
Lamar 96 58
Delta State 59 83
Tennessee-Chattanooga 80 54
Maryland 74 77
Long Beach State 78 80





Southeastern La. 95 96
Valdosta State 81 100
Ole Miss 73 89
Southeastern La. 84 81
Delta State 79 67RECORD: 13-122nd —OLD DOMINION TOURNAMENT 2nd — LA. AIAW TOURNAMENT
FRONT ROW: Kim McKay, Paula Hayden, Joanette Boutte, Carrol Poullard, Elaine Shores, Evelyn Melvin. SECOND ROW: Barbara Swanner — 
Assistant Coach, Sandy Dittoe, Priscilla Teal, Louise KJaffer, Lisa Brewer, Julie Gross, Rene Moran, Nancy French, Jinx Coleman — Coach.
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B A S E B A L L
TEAM LSU OPP PLAYERSSouthwestern La. 5 2 Pete AlmaguerSouthwestern La. 4 0 Mike AlvarezSoutheastern La. 5 0 Steve BollmanSoutheastern La. 4 Duane DeweyNicholls State 3 Mark DoironNicholls State 2 0 Steve FontenotMiss. State 1 3 Paul GregoryMiss. State 2 1 Jeff HarrellNavy 13 5 jim HathornSoutheastern La. 15 Forest JonesSoutheastern La. 1 4 Kevin KarcherOle Miss H 2 Bobby LandryOle Miss 1 0 Mike LloydNavy 4 3 Bobby MarianoIllinois State 12 5 Eddie OlsenSouthern Miss. 1 0 Randy OlsonSouthern Miss. 2 1 Don O'RockAlabama 1 Bobby PayneAlabama 4 Jerry PowellAlabama 11 2 Don SchneiderWisconsin 5 4 Joey ThibodeauxWisconsin 0 Calvin ThomasWisconsin 7 4 Sherman TrimmLouisville 16 13 Lucien TujagueAuburn 7 4 Jim UremovichAuburn 7 1 Eddie WalkerAuburn 3 2Northwestern La. 3 0Northwestern La. Tulane 5
47
Tulane 1 2Southern Miss. 1 6Southern Miss. 14 10New Orleans 3 4New Orleans 3 5Tulane Miss. State 3
45Miss. State 2 5South Alabama 3 10South Alabama 5 12Ole Miss 2 6Ole Miss Ole Miss
3 13New Orleans 4 9New Orleans 4 2Alabama 4 2Alabama 7 1Nicholls State 5 6Auburn 4 8Auburn 4 9AuburnRECORD: 34-20 6
2




M E N ' S
G Y M N A S T I C S
TEAM LSU OPP
Houston Baptist 204.75 206.05
Arizona State 213.25 212.75
Southern Illinois 211.10 215.30




Illinois Chicago-Circle 210.95 219.50
RECORD: 11-101st —PEACHTREE CLASSIC4lh — HUSKY CLASSIC2nd — UCLA INVITATIONAL4th — NCAA EASTERN REGIONALS
Rincr
Wozniak
FIRST ROW: Jack Haber, John Goodman, Jorge Cazaros. SECOND ROW: Mike, Paul Tellarico, Lenny Marcus, Darrell Kerbel, 
Corey Keifner, Doug. THIRD ROW: Armando Vega — Coach, Rayb Gnat, Mike Ziegler, Randy Fox, Jim Burke, Mike Foster, 
Chad Nounnan, Greg Randall, Jim Guidry, Tom Okon, Shaw Byng, Caesar Garcia.

W O M E N ' S  






Northern Colorado 136.10 133.85
Utah 131.40 133.90
Nebraska 132.25 132.25
Southwest Missouri 135.35 135.15
RECORD: 6-1-11st — aiaw REGIONALS11,h — AIAW NATIONALS2nd — MID SOUTH INVITATIONAL1st— MIDWEST OPEN1s, _  TEXAS A&M INVITATIONAL
1
Riner Wozniak
PJRST ROW: D-D Breaux — Coach Jamie Middleton Lori Kent, Missy Sweeton, Jeanie Beadle. SECOND ROW: Bonnie Murdock, Sharon Palmer, Debbie Caskey, 
Elizabeth Qualline.
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W R E S T L I N G
TEAM LSU OPP
Florida Tech 30 15
Central Oklahoma 32 11
Lehigh 16 26
Hofstra 20 19
Rhode Island 36 11
Syracuse 23 16
Illinois State 42 6
Georgia 38 6
Tennessee 34 3




Auburn o 33 7
2nd — OKLAHOMA OPEN 6th —MIDLANDS 1st — BIOLA INVITATIONAL 1st — SEC CHAMPIONSHIPS 22nd — NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
FIRST ROW: Craig Seals, Chris Wentz, Kevin Kindschuh, Eric Hershberger, Charles Du<( 
Martin Bontz, Bob Goode, John Skelly, Joe Bruno. SECOND ROW: Rafael Soto, Jetf 
Miller, Scott Preston, Jeff Parker, Bob Harris, Bob Piatt, Billy Williams, Mike Thofl** 
David Flowers, Jeff Cole, Dave Sanford, George Kacavas. THIRD ROW: Kathleen BoŴf 
— Manager, Mike Chinn — Assistant Coach, Larry Sciacchetano — Coach, Paul Ameen, Jô  
Fender, Eric Moll, Joe Atiyeh, Scott Langcor, Jeff Gindy, Jerry Rodriguez, Roberto, Mel Rtf 
fro — Assistant Coach, Mike Millay — Assistant Coach. Not Pictured: George Atiyeh, Dan*1' 
Chinn, Kyle Grunwald, Victor Hargett, Tom Martucci, Scott Oswald.
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M E N ' S  

















5th — SEC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
17th — NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
262
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________J
T oom ey J- Zi<
J .  Zictz
FIR ST  R O W : Ted Stickles —  Coach, Chip Roth, Bob Kingsford, Ricky Meador, Kevin Wagner, Brant Schrocder, Doug Paulsha, Bucky Stoess, Pat Duffy, 
Bryan Fritscher. SECO N D  R O W : Jared Brown, Jon  Andreasen, Dennis Lowe, Ham Homan, Greg Nelson, Jack Simpson, Jim  Mejcur, Tom Morin, Glenn 
Armentor, Jo e  Grady, Tom Fatyol. T H IR D  R O W : Johnny Morton, Scot Schaar, Chip Plazzo, Bob Poirier, Dan Hartman, Scott Rabalais, Pete Rogas, Andy 










W O M E N ' S  







Rice 79 49RECORD: 5-14th — SOUTHERN COLLEGIATE 25th — AIAW CHAMPIONSHIPS
J. Zietz Keller
Keller
FIRST ROW: Mary jo Dressman, Shell Neumien, Chris Wesper. SECOND ROW: Beth Felix Sandra White, Laila Zeitoun, Paula Wade, Alicia Deya, Carolyn Hippie Cammy Dierking. 
THIRD ROW: Ivan Harless -  Coach, Beth Brooks, Mariela Morse, Mary Beth Beach, Bonme McPherson, Mary Ellen Hams, Michelle Dressman, Tric.a Doyle, Patty Dugan.
J. Zictz
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M E N ' S




















Southwestern La. 5 4
New Orleans 6 0
Tulane 7 2
Ole Miss 9 0
Vanderbilt 5 4RECORD: 16-7 SEC: 4-23rd — SEC CHAMPIONSHIPS
FbIRST ROW: Tommy Nido, Chad Foster, Mike Oransky, Frank Hennessey, Gary Barnett. SECOND ROW: Mark Meyers, Danny O'Keefe, Gary Gorman, Hal Gorman, Ron 















LEFT TO RIGHT: Dawn Lance, Kyle Copeland, Carol Boston, Harriet Prothro, Denise Myers, Ebie Taylor, Lisa Boettcher, Cindy Trower, Pat Newman — Coach.
J
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W O M E N ' S













Northwestern La. 8 1
Tulane 8 1
Kansas 9 0
Northeast La. 2 7





HoustonRECORD: 29-112nd — SMU TEAM TOURNAMENT 4th —SMU INVITATIONAL 2nd — NORTHEAST INVITATIONAL 3rd— SOUTHERN CHAMPIONSHIPS 2nd — LAIAW CHAMPIONSHIPS 2nd — SWAIAW CHAMPIONSHIPS
2
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M E N ' S  I N D O O R  T R A C K
Mil I OPP OPP OPP
LSU 52 Houston 54 Alabama 28 Texas A&M 26LSU 66 Auburn 93 Baylor 23 Georgia 18LSU 73 Wisconsin 50.5 S. Illinois 37
LSU 71 Florida State 70.5 Miss. State 33 Georgia Tech 25LSU 63.5 Auburn 137.5 Tennessee 106 Alabama 70Florida 34 Georgia 33 Miss. State 29Kentucky 21


























































M E N ’ S  O U T D O O R  T R A C K
MEET OPP OPP 33LSU 87 Houston 66 McNeese
LSU 79 Missouri 45 Oklahoma 41.5
LSU 74 Auburn 88 Rice 28
LSU 92 Florida State 87 Miss. State 13
LSU 83 Florida 66 S. Carolina 25
LSU 74 Wisconsin 52 Northwestern 37













W O M E N 'S  

















W O M E N ' S




Stephen F. Austin 

















































Dorinda Beaumont Mona Landry
Janet Bezner Carol Lee Moore
Charm Breaux Terri Reeves
Myra Burrell Renee Shipp
Sandra Ditto Karen Taylor
Paula Ann Edwards Leah White















,D°n Gafner’ Alan Stafford, Paul Guido, Bret Weaver, Bret Cuneo, Paige Hood, Gary Marlowe, Roy Biancalana, Brian Johnson, Tico Hoffman. SECONP ROW: John Salamore, Ian Noel, Billy Harris, Davis Sigler — Coach, Phil Bennett, Wayne DeFrancesco.
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G O L F
TOURNAMENT RESULTS
7th — Gator Invitational 
8th — Palmetto Invitational 
6th — Furman Intercollegiate 
2nd — Louisiana Intercollegiate 
17th — All-American Intercollegiate 
2nd — Prudential Collegiate 





















































































W E I G H T ­






























Clint T. Ward 
Charles R. Dumas — 
Coach
Ktllcr


















































































































A R C H E R Y
Diana Bankston 
Leonard Caillouet 








Jackie San Miguel 
George Willis
K A R A T E
Dianne Abraham )ane Lowe
Ralph Abraham Mark Luke
Thomas Albarado Royce Lumpkin
Arthur Alleman Barry Lusco
Mary Alleman |im Maffucio
Dale Allen Rachid Maroun
Dan Almon John McManus
Gonzalo Azpurua Patrick McMurty
|im Bailey Dean Meredith
Ted Ball Gary Milstead
Marketa Barta Jules Moise
Otto Bangs Kent Moore
lacquelin Beasley Rusty Munch
lames Bienvenu Shahnam Navaee
jim Boutte Dave Naylor
Anne E. Brasselle Drew Newcomer
Bobby Broussard David Nugent
Roberto Bunge Nancy Pedeaux
luan Campaneria Diane Rills
Darryl Carnes Margaret Robinson
Carlos Castillo Neil Santolucito
Bill Chambers Scott Saucier
Drew Comer Henry Schmidt
Hamid Dibadj Robert Schutte
layne Durel Steve Selby
jay Ellzey Kathy Sherrod
Michael Finan Michael Smith
loseph Forte Mark Snell
Saleh Ali Frag Michael Strain
Saeed Ghanaee Thomas Stroud
luan Gonzalez Paul Villemarette
Karl Gottfried Bobby Warner
Louise Guilliams Fred Webb
Mary Henkel Mark White
John Holder Robert White












Men's Singles Racquetball 
Women's Singles Racquetball 
Men's Doubles Racquetball 
Women's Doubles Racquetball 







Men's Doubles Tennis 
Women's Doubles Tennis 
Mixed Doubles Tennis 





Hendershot & Henchy 
Mark Brown 
Linda Marshall 
Hingle & Brown 
Herring & Papageorge 
Foto & Imhoff 
SAE





Scullin & McGinnis 
LaCour & Bossetta 







Men's Under 35 Turkey Trot
















Ehr & Alwi 
Kern & Gasquet 




















I N T E R N A T I O N A L
O L Y M P I C S
EVENT WINNER
Soccer Africa
Men's Softball South America
Women's Softball North America
Men's Ping Pong South America
Women's Ping Pong Central America
Men's Pool Iran
Women's Pool South America
Men's Volleyball North America
Women's Volleyball Central America
Men's Racquetball Central America
Men's Tennis Eurasia
Women's Tennis North America &
Eurasia
Men's Bowling North America
Women's Bowling Central America
Men's Basketball North America
Women's Basketball North America
Men's Badminton Malaysia
Women's Badminton MalaysiaOVERALL MEN'S CHAMPION — NORTH AMERICA
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O R G A N I Z A T I O N S
A  C A P P E L L A  C H O I R
SOPRANO:








Leslie E. Nott 
Sally Perry 
Grace Carol Riggin 
Jenny Roberts 
Melanie Keys Rushing 
Mary Sue Socolofsky 




Charles E. Brunett 
Mark G. Cummings 
Joel Hilburn 
Phillip Kidd 
Thomas D. Launius 
Mac Law 
Stan Loyd
Thomas K. Thigpen 



























David N. Galasso 
Gerald L. Gooch 
Chuck Horton 
Paul R. Ingraham 
Gerard Killebrew 
Karl S. Klaus 
Kenneth S. Klaus 
David LaBarbera 














































A G R I C U L T U R A L  S T U D E N T S  
A S S O C I A T I O N
FIRST ROW: Brett Berges, Glen Bryant, Art justice, Steve Buller, Sara Schexnayder. SECOND ROW: Kenny Womack, Richard 
)oubert, jeff Fortenberry, Steve Fell, Ricky Landreneau, jay Lambert, Bradley Leger, Lee Barron, Charles Miller, Steve Pierce, )oe 
Tupper.
A L P H A  L A M B D A  D E L T A




















































































































Lynn Waelde; Martha Moragne; Denise Redmann; Lauren Lemmon; Cheryl Beker
A L P H A  




































K A P P A






A M E R I C A N  A D V E R T I S I N G  F E D E R A T I O N
Dr. Elsie Hebert, advisor Connie McLeod
Don Anderson Paula Pierce
Barry Babb Robert Pou
Pam Barfield Leigh Richmond
Courtney Barry Johanna Schindler
Lisette Baumbartner Kerry Townson
Barbara Capone Nan Toncre
Kim Chatelain Leslie Fitzmorris
Sandi Coggan Joe Mendoza
Steve Collins Lizette O'Quinn
Tom Crespo Mark Jewell
Cindy Epp Jeff Willis
Leslie Fine Rhonda Melancon
Alex Ginsburg Kim Toca
Louise Guilliams Gretchen Kenney
Barney Gorey Laurie Hudson
Tom Guthrie Joey Gamill
Al Harper Tom Petitjean
Lisa Harvey Mike Levy
Brenda Lapeze Greg Reeves
Nadine Leblanc Anne Jord.an
Cynthia Lacoste Lynne Irwin
Keith Larkin Lisa Richardson
Vicky Madere David Usner
Robert McLean Vivian Long
Carolyn Mayo
A M E R I C A N  S O C I E T Y  O F  
M E C H A N I C A L  E N G I N E E R S





































































































































a s s o c i a t i o n  o f  
g e n e r a l  c o n t r a c t o r s
Professional Construction Technology
B A P T I S T  S T U D E N T  U N I O N
Frank FHorton —director 
Dot Edwards — associate director 
Susan Lester— president 
Kenny Tipton — enlistment/involvement chairman 
Brenda FHofmeyer — fellowship chairman 
Keith Cranford — study/witness chairman 
Cindy Lacoste — campus relations chairman 
)oel Hilbun — media chairman 
David Johnson — worship chairman 
Rhonda Cain — international chairman 
Amy Rogers — records/finance chairman 
Ted Holmes— missions/ministries chairman























































































































































































Byron Com o 
Robbie Chandler 
Robert W illiamson 















































Jerry W illiam s 
Steve Matherne 





































AN NO U NCER 
lames Mackey 
















































B L O C K  A N D  B R I D L E































L S U  C H E E R L E A D E R S


























E P S I L O N  P I  T A U
H onorary Industria l Technical Education
First Row: 



























E D I T O R S
C O P Y
Brad Pesson, Managing Editor; Jackie Lyle, Assistant Copy 
Editor; Michelle Meredith, Editor-in-Chief; Julia Martinu- 
sen, Copy Editor; Debbie Terrell, Design Editor; Jim Zietz, 
Head Photographer.
FIRST ROW: Pete Sinner, John Wozniak, Orion Campbell. SECOND 
ROW: David Zietz, Ron Scheuermann. THIRD ROW: Mike Lyle, 
Peggy Toomey, Reni Rosselot, Mark Selleck. FOURTH ROW: Jim 
Zietz. NOT PICTURED: Paul Saint Amand, Suzanne Baroody, David 
Daniel, Jerry Forest, Philip Mayeux, Charlie Riner, Jim Schrodt, Hayes 
Whiteside.
FIRST ROW: Molly McCaa, Jackie Lyle, Nancy Scott, Kathy Corkern 
Corri D'Antoni. SECOND ROW: Donna Brown, Darlene Temple*' 
Julia Martinusen. NOT PICTURED: Robert Alford, Kathy Conklin 
Noreen Edwards, Ruth Joffrion, Andre Moreau, Ruth Reames, Diana 
Ruby, Guy Verbest, David Daniel.
P H O T O G R A P H E R S
J Zi«tr
T H E  D A I L Y  R E V E I L L E
Vic Hollingsworth, fall editor
L
Saint Amand
Steve Kinghorn, spring editor
E D I T O R I A L  S T A F F
Rose West, fall news editor, spring asst, managing editor; Adrienne Dabbs, fall news 
tor; Barbara LaRose, fall news editor; Cindy Langlois, fall news editor.
Meredith
Bob Keller, head photographer
Saint Amand
Sabrina Rabe, spring special sections editor; Lawrence Zellinger, spring news editor; 
icott Andrews, spring news editor; Gary Smith, spring news editor; Rick Bueche, 
spring news editor.
Dean Landeche, fall asst, managing edi­
tor; Ron Thibodeaux, fall asst, managing 
editor, spring managing editor.
R E V E I L L E  R E P O R T E R S
Fall Reporters: Robert Fleming, Robert Rhoden, john Braithwaite, Ben Scalise, jim Kleinpeter, Lynn Brown, Mary Ann Van 
Osdell, Jan Cheramie, Mary Medley, Valerie Broussard, Debbie Taylor, Lori Rogers, Sabrina Rabe, Colley Charpentier. SEC­
OND ROW: Scott Andrews, Charles Kendrew, Alice Gagnard, Rose West, Gary Smith, Rich Bueche, Donna Dees, Brad Pes- 
son, Keith Johnson.
Spring Reporters: Paige Evans, Barbara LaRose, Joan Seward, Jon Russo, Kim Bagala, Cindy Baker, Peggie Autin, Tony 
Romanch, Michael Molligan, Janie Graziani, Larry Brooks, Danny Koonce.
W L S U
Fall Staff:
Myles Clauser, station manager 
Gayle Schexnayder, program director 
Zia Tammali, music director 
Lauri Hardison, traffic director 
Mike Trufant, public affairs 
Cynthia Drago, promotion director 
Wayne D'Antoni, sports director
Spring Staff:
Gayle Schexnayder, station manager 
Chris Huber, program director 
(all other spring positions 
are the same as the fall staff)
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FIRST ROW: Terry Joubert, Hal Gould, Ricky Stockner, Bob Templet, Ken lames, lames Starsbury. SECOND ROW: Tom McGutfeVi 
Ray Sievert, Mike Kennedy, Paul Chargos.
D I S C  J O C K E Y S
C O N T A C T S
Contacts Moderator Kathy Conklin with Governor Edwin Edwards
S P O R T S
Sports Director Wayne D'Antoni and Announcer Ron Higgins airing post-basketball game remarks.
E T A  K A P P A  N U
H onorary Electrical Engineering
First Row: Third Row: Not Pictured: Darrell Heflin
)ohn Riviere Brian Albrecht Mansour Alkharboush Tara Hingle
Margie Harper Daniel Dupont Carolyn Bell Howard Hudgins
Kevin Crizzaffi Kim Chi Vu Paul Bienvenu Brian Jones
Anh Phan Mike Garcia Bill Bjor Ben Knight
Robert Whi.te Keith Hollier Robert Bolger Lisa Laminack
Tim Madden Konrad Fontenot lames Bordelon Bryan Lastrapes
Patti Grogan Keith Broussard Debbie Melancon
George Hoffer Fourth Row: Patricia Cazes Don Middleton
Victor Ehr Paul Davis Michael Murray
Second Row: Downing Sweat Don Dias Dwayne Phillips
Mark Monistere Paul Huckabee Bill Dillon Joel Rachal
Gena Breaux Robert Baldridge George Dwyer William Reese
Chip Troxclair Brian Vicknair George Economides Farrokh Shookooh
Allen Sharp Christy Evers Keith Sperling
Michael Frick Kenneth Franklin Cinda Stipe
)im Garitty Kevin Taylor
John Gross Greg Whatley
Lauren Guillot
F O O D  S C I E N C E  C L U B
Sirous Kashefi 
Marie Ceddes 




























H O R T I C U L T U R E  C L U B
Pesson
5 t h  Y E A R  S E N I O R  
A R C H I T E C T U R E  S T U D E N T S
Maurine "Mom" Stone 
Steve "the Flash" Zito 
Tom "Marla's Husband" Amman 
Mike "Star Baby" Starr 
Mike "the Ant" Hill 
Mikie "Kidneys" LeClere 
Paul "B.S." Baker 
Robert "Bird Legs" Burnham 
Joe "Spike" Pike 
Charles "Speedy" Tirchell 
Tony "Mr. Bill" Beale 
Jodee "Architecture Fox" Remy 
Rudy "Continental Kid" Lightell 
Ken "Bearded Man" Latham 
Steve "Rocko" Baretls 
Houston "Coon Ass" Lirette 
Jamey "the Spoon" Witherspoon 
Mike "Little John" Desmond 
Ronnie "Graduated" Harris 
Mark "Butch" Williamson 
Don "Puff-N-" Huff 
Reid "The Doctor" Falconer 
Tommie "Disco" Cockfield 
Clarence "Lover Boy" Babineaux 
"Senator Spodie Odie Odus" Kevin Lovell 
Ronalso "Taco" Cordova 
Drury "Lack of" Tallant 
Tim "Wild Man" Brocato 
John "Slick" Prejean 
Leigh Ann "Ivy League" Land 
Ben "Rapidiograph" Patterson 
"Reverend" Steve Sullivan 
Skip "Twinkle Toes" Boling 
Kevin "Tex" Clark
Fountainhead Smothers 
B.S. Ed Glennyesque 
Troy'Boy McQueen 
Strawberry Dietrick 
Jeff "the Red" Jack 
Marquis de Colbert 




Smilin' Jack St. Martin 
Gary "Smoothe" Schafer 
Eric "Sluggo" Sauda 
Humphreys "the Hump" Turner 
Jason "Swish" Ski 
Forrest "der Furher" Higgs 
"Moon Pie" Musso 
Hugo Haynes, Esq. 
R. J. "Ricky Recardo" Aguiliar 
"Chubby Chaser" Vicari 
Retired Jordan 
Walter "Aggie" Wendler 
Bill "Bubbly" Burkes 
Mr. Wizzard Traylor 
Robert "Cod is in the detail" Heck
Not Shown: 
Gary "Glenny" Meadows 
"Weird" Bob "Corbu" Biery 
Mark "Fudge" Ripple
C. Steward "Cotton Club" Slack 
Rich "Instant Family" Phelps 
Fred "Barney Rubble" Hayes 
"Wild" Bill Eskew 
John "Yankee" Stockfisch 
)ohn "Bawana Baby" McDonald 
Al "Hot Lips" Theriot 
Mark "Salt-N" Pepe
F I F T H - Y E A R  S E N I O R  
l a n d s c a p e  a r c h i t e c t u r e  

































Burneast "Miss B"Beauford 
(department secretary)























































L S U  H O M E  E C O N O M I C S

































































R O Y A L  O R D E R  O F  T H E  L A M P S H A D E
Honorary Association o f Obnoxious Intellects
FIRST ROW:
I. Cindy Most 











Conehead No. One (I. M. 
Cold)
Conehead No. Two (Chris P. 
Nips)
Malo, The Sexual Outlaw 
Conehead No. Three (Hell) 
Dr. Hassel Bad 
Mae West
Too mean to be pictured:
The Big Meanie






























N A T I O N A L  C O L L E G I A T E  A S S O C I A T I O N  


















Marie C. Thomas 
Jenifer Wickman 
Ms. Christel Capdevielle
P H I  C H I  
T H E T A
Professional Business
P H I  L A M B D A  P I




























































P I  E P S I L O N  T A U
Honorary Petroleum Engineering
P H I  L A M B D A  























































P I  S I G M A  E P S I L O N














































































































P R E - V E T  C L U B
S I G M A  
A L P H A  





R E S I D E N C E  H A L L  A S S O C I A T I O N
Fall Officers:
Lawrence Dunon, president 
Reneie McCauley, vice-president 
Kevin Carney, vice-president
Spring Officers:
Kevin Carney, president 
Amy Blair, vice-president 
Bobby Burvant, vice-president
S O C I E T Y  O F  A M E R I C A N  F O R E S T E R S



















































S O C I E T Y  O F  P E T R O L E U M  E N G I N E E R S





































































































































SCA sponsored events: Memorial Oak Grove concerts, Almost Anything Goes, and Free Speech Alley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  A S S O C I A T I O N
"2 
7.
SGA President Bob Richey with 
football coach Charles McClendon
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T A U  B E T A  P I
H onorary Engineering
Larry Wayne Alexander 
William Earl Bancroft 
Charles E. Barfield 
L. Bredow Bell 
Vyron Lynn Bernard 
Paul Boudreau 
Steven Brodhead 






Mary Anne Clark 
Eyler Coates 
G. Alan Cook 
William B. Daniel 
David Wayne Decuir 




Paul L. Dorgant 
Raymond S. Doyle 
Frances Duvigneaud 
John E. Erwin 
Monouchehr Fakhro 
Konrad Fontenot 
Max James Forbes 
Michael). Frick 
David L. Galster 
Charles A. Germano 
Scot). Groteguth 
Susan E. Hadlock 
David Scott Hagood 
William B. Halphen 
|eri Lynn Hanks 
Darrell R. Heflin 
Monica R. Hill
Paul T. Huckabee 
Frank B. jumonville 
Thomas L. Kelly 
Bradley K. Kruelskie 
)oel K. Landry 
Carlos Lechtman 
Gregory S. Lester 
Randy B. Manuel 
Kim T. Marcel 
Jeffrey L. Mathews 
David G. McCann 
David I. McLean 
Joseph M. Mott 
Eugene Musser 
Babak Naghavi 
John Ng Kwing King 
Jeffrey Nichols 
Brian P. O'Rourke 
Xuan Khoi Pham
Gary W. Phillips 
Jessica A. Pizani 
Catherine J. Rea 
Richard R. Rea 
Elizabeth Renee Roberts 
Jeffrey B. Scofield 
Deborah A. Seemann 
Colin B. Selleck 
Lisa Anne Sestak 
lames A. Sharp 
Beverly K. Stokes 
William Tinsler 
Robert B. Turner 
Thi Kim Chi Vu 
Cheryl E. Walker 
Dennis G. Wascom 
Robert W. White 
lames A. Zachary 
Ronald J. Zeringue
L S U  V E T E R A N S  C L U B





































G O V E R N I N G  B O A R D
'Vhcuormann
C O M M I T T E E  M E M B E R S
FIRST ROW: Dianne Kattan, ]oAnn Doolos, Bernie Flake, Annette Roche. SECOND ROW: Beth Allee, Kathy Kauffman, Donna Por­
ter, Brett Evans, Elaine Fisher, Amy Forrester, Cassandra McWilliams, George Lombard, Steve Allen.
















F A S H I O N  A N D  T R A V E L
Rosselot
b l a c k  c u l t u r e  a n d  
A C A D E M I A
Black Culture: 

















I N T E R N A T I O N A L
A N D
A C A D E M I A
Laura O'Leary 
Anna Liau 
Iftikhar Hamid Ali 








W I C I
Women in  Communications, Inc.
R O T C  C O R P S  S T A F F
Rose West 
Vivian Long 




































C/Lt Col Lawrence Rolfs 
C/Colonel Bradford McClarren 
C/Maj Rebecca Watson
A I R  F O R C E  R O T C  
G R O U P  S T A F F
A E R O S P A C E  
S T U D I E S  
F A C U L T Y
Colonel Tom W. lackson 
Major Joseph A. LaMarca 















A R M Y  R O T C  G R O U P  S T A F F
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Meredith
A S S O C I A T I O N  O F  T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S  

































Colonel T. W. lackson
A N G E L  F L I G H T  N A T I O N A L  O F F I C E R S
A R M Y  
R O T C  
S T A F F
First Row:
CPT Dewey Browder 
MA) Robert Conrey
Second Row:
SSC John Crouch 
LTC Robert Cook 
SSC John Wilder
Third Row:
SCM Raymond Stipsky 





































P E R S H I N G  R I F L E S






















S C A B B A R D  A N D  B L A D E


















William Reese, III 
CPT Luke Lavergne
A N G E L  F L I G H T
Meredith
FIRST ROW- Bobbie Maiuri, Mary Kay Bolan, jenny Brown, Cretchen Boelkel, Betty Ann Wulff, Kathleen Socolofsky, Colonel Tom 
lackson (advisor), Karen Rodrigue, Mary Perkins, Missy Fry, Cathy Kaufman, Janet Middleton, Cary Bergeron (liaison officer) Karen 
Hardy SECOND ROW: Lisa Piccione, Cindy Skaggs, Bruno Broussard, Sally Mathis, Ayse Ovunc Becky Brittain, Betty Konrad, Nan­
ette Simon, Cindy Couvillion, Eva Cangelosi, Sarb Sra, Robyn Roberts. THIRD ROW. Cecile Rolloway, Lor, Corey, Kate LoosJane 
Demarest, Marianne McDonald, Marisa Thaxton, Patsy Mock, Sandy lohnson, Theresa Harper, lane Ballay, Lee Faulkinberry. 
FOURTH ROW: Dell Holland, Diane Shumock, Donna Peyroux, Tootie Perry Maryellen Burns, jenny Buck Ann Forte Becky Jor­
dan Denise DeSalvo, Barb Pope, Kary Pope, Mary Kirk, Shelly Bruner, Beverly Stokes, Karen Ka er. NOT PICTURED Julie Sippel, 
Cissy Brittain Debbie Crawford, Kathy Hufft, Lisa Lelande, Theresa Maiuri, Rhonda Rogers, Kathy Wakefield, Wendy Walker.
1 9 7 9  C H E R U B S
Meredith
FIRST ROW: Amy Gregory Dottie Lentz, Lori Donaldson, Lori Martin, jennie Vincent, Marie Burns, Sherri Sanders, Jeanine Abadie, 
Fluitt, Kathy Baer SECOND ROW: Bryan Clark, )anet Medley, Cheryl Robin, Jane Pobrica, Carol Zimmerman Martha Stevens, 
Carol Juston, Sue Nolfo, Maria Wieiorska, Christine Schwing, Stacy Richardson, Susan Theriot THIRD ROW: Barbara Frick, Valerie 
ladings, Melinda Clausen, Ellen Denzinger, Ann Romero, Shannon Sweeney, Stephanie Harrell, Sally Nesser, Julianne Breaux, tllen 
Schap, Laurie Barnes.
S C O T C H  G U A R D
Meredith
FIRST ROW: Brenda Choi, Yvette Mullin, Kitty Nethery, Diane Williams, Melanie Leach, Margie Pondrom, Susan Davis, Michelle 
McKee, Marla Canatella, Sharon Woodall. SECOND ROW: Tammy Compton, Mary Bolling, Risa Minaldi, jeanne (acquat, Christine 
Connell, Pat Boudreaux, Carla Ducote. THIRD ROW: Carole Penet, Sharon McMahon, Melanie Horil, Jeanie Gillian, Cheryl Reker, 
Letti Lowe, Carol Horn, K. C. Meade, Althea Willis, Colonel Robert Cook (sponsor). FOURTH ROW: Virginia Bringaze, Kathy Beck, 
Jill Ford, Claire Melsheimer, Lisa Dixon, Gi Gi Slyvest, Kelly Hoffman, Kathy Krebs, Cornell Rushing, Sheri Smith, Anne Voltz. NOl 
PICTURED: Sekeena Adams, Cheryl Brown, Melinda Burns, Debbie Diggs, Suzie Hatch, Debbie jones, Debbie Leckie, Eileen 
McGinty, Maria Musso, lulie Pacquette, Nancy Price, Katherine Pruyn, Susan Ramay, Denise Robichaux, Beverly Schilhab, Donna 
Bradley, Cathy Cape, Lisa Dimarzio, Teri Ducote, )an Fain, Lori Fertitta, Susan Melsheimer, Sue Shields, Chris StAmand, Mary Helen 
Thompson, Julie Waguespack, Stacey Williams.
1 9 7 9  L A S S I E S
Meredith
Nelea Absher Dawn Adamson Karen Alexander, Marla Andrus, Karen Badon, Allyson Bahlinger, Lulu Baker, Jill Barfield, Minette 
Benard, BebeBetz Becky Busch, Caroline Chapman, Kathy Chifici, Lizette Choi, Margaret Chorak, Greta Covel , Carey Crane, loan 
Dickinson, Marti Douglass, Glenda Evans, Brenda Guidry, Ruth Guthrie, Dea Harman, Randi Hedberg, Carolyn Hippie Susan Keller- 
man, Missy LeBlanc, Lynda LeBlanc, Lauren Lemmon, Mina Marquart, Tammy Martin, ]oni Meister, Margaret Perry, Heidi Schmitz, 
Ann Serpas, Mary Shaddock, Belinda Terro, Wyn Tucker, Carla Turnley.
Carla Ducote
Honorary Sponsor to LSU Bengal Raiders
Brenda Choi
Honorary Sponsor to Army Corps Staff
Melanie Horil 






M u s c u l a r  
D y s t r o p h y  





























































Linda Liljenwall — Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Sheila Serich — Alpha Xi Delta 
Terri Daigrepont — Alpha Omicron Pi 
Ann Mayronne — Kappa Kappa Gamma 
(oanne Deimel — Alpha Xi Delta 
Stacey LeBlanc — Pi Beta Phi 
Kelly Bryan — Chi Omega 
Tracy Felder — Kappa Alpha Theta 
Karen Mott — Zeta Tau Alpha 
Mimi )ordan — Phi Mu 
Nell Leslie — Phi Mu
Karen Quick — Delta Gamma 
Kathy D'Anna — Kappa Delta 
Ellen Friedmen — Alpha Epsilon Phi 
Debra Rubinsky — Alpha Epsilon Phi 
Stephanie Harrell — Delta Delta Delta 
)anie D a ly— Kappa Delta 
Heidi Pursell — Alpha Phi 
Cindy Faust — Alpha Delta Pi 
Emily Leeper— Delta Zeta 














O V E R A L L :  X Ω
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A l p h a  K a p p a  A l p h a
Cynthia Fuller Katherine Douglas Carolyn Collins Stephanie Winchell Mattie )enkins Dathy Dawson Deborah Baribino Alethia Ballery Carmen Hall Susan Combre Faye Jenkins
Not Pictured: Toya McWilliams Jacqueline Minor Dora Jenkins Judy Nixon
Left Column: Cassandra McWilliams Karen Steverson Jurodell Brown Angela Holder Pamela Franks
Center: Lorraine Rabb Doldoidra Thomas
Right Column: Veronica Smith Jacqueline Green Are' Wanda Williams Beatrice James Andrea Stump
Not Pictured: Angela Alexander Collett Letters
D e l t a  S i g m a  T h e t a
Naomi VeprichAlice Weinstein Terri Weinstein Ellen Wolff Nancy Zerlin Mary Porteaus
Charla AverbachCynthia Belisle Mindy Bernstein Fran Braly Juliet Dayan Debbie Dreyfus Charlene Dumont Ellen Friedman Suzanne Glade llene Goodstein 
Tanny Gurry Wendy Kanter Cathy Kenter Lisa Kesson Rhonda Levy Sherry Levy Renee Levston Lisa Merlin Leslie Miller Repe Prince 
Ruth Ritman Karen Rosenfeld Karen Rubenstein Debra Rubinsky Margie Seligstern Sue Sommer Debbie Ste»*Kathy Stern Nancy Stone Ellen Vanos
■ A l p h a  E p s i l o n  P h i -----------------
361
Karen Attic kMarla Andrus Margaret Balhoff Carol Bartley Jamie Black Karen Brown Lea Bry Susan Buck Beverly Butlock Michelle Canerot Cynthia Christenberry Elizabeth Cockreil Barbara Coldwell Cindy Coldwell Felicia Anne Coles Lisa Crochet Celia Crull Linda Dupslaff Lee Faulkinberry Cindy Faust Ellen Ferriss Theresa Fleming Sonia Fontenot Tracey Frederic Julie Frisby Adrienne Frost Emily Frost Karen Gaupp Michelle Gomez lane Gwaltney Lori Hagar Melinda Hammons Clare Hickham Shelah Hillebrand Shelia Hincks Ann Hingle Carol Huston Ruthie Joffrion Lisa Johnson Sandy Johnson Debbie (ones Karen King Deborah Leckie Dana Lee Amy Mathews Mary Mathews Jenny McAdams Kathy McAnelly Debbie Merritt Mary Ann Michel
A l p h a  D e l t a  P i
Marie Adair McCurdyEileen McGinty Toni Newman Lynne Nowakowski Lauren Olinde Teresa Petracek Suzette Polio Cynthia Resweber Ann Reynaud lohnette Roundtree Patricia Rowland Sallie Ryall Sarah Sagrera Cathy Schindler Bridget Seals Lisa Shea Mary Shirley Karen Silver Nancy Silver lean Simon Addie Smith Celeste Smith Mona Smith Rhonda Sparks Carla Streva Susan Sunkel Leah Teekell Therese Tilly Karlynn Van Peitz Susan Wade Laura Wall |odi Wallis Sheri Weil Katie Wharton Denise White Leila Williams Melony Williams Stacey Williams Rebecca Woodland Lea Ann Yates
Daphne ZeringueJerry M. Wilson
363
Cathy AilenDorothy Arceneaux Mercedes Arnaro Margot Ballina Sandra Baum Sheila Beams Betsy Belcher Cindy Bell Jan Bergeron Rose Bernardas Cindy Bodin Sunni Burgess Becky Busch Judy Charleville Colleen Conley Jan Cox Monica Daigle Tamara Davis Alison Dillman Nancy Eaverson Jane Edwards Pat Elliott Allene Eschete Judith Falgout Jerri Gaines Carla Garner Verna Garner Mary Gelon Susie Gilfoil Karen Graham Phyllis Gregoire Holly Jean Gregory Donna Gross Myria Guerin Sandra Guidroz Angela Hanney Julie Harvey Sherri Hayes Vicki Holmes Gay Lynn Hooper
A l p h a  G a m m a  D e l t a
364
Valerie IddingsCharise Ives Nan< v Ja< obson Pamela |ud(i Alison langlois Mary Livingston Lynne I ut/auer Amanda Main Nan< y Meyer Cheryl Mollett Marcia Muluehill Patri< 1a Nalls Joan Odom Kay Orlando Susie Park Mala Paulk Judy Ki//uto Karen Rodrigue Ann Roesner Mar< y Rolando Vanessa Salley Jenelle S< huier Julie Sears Carmen Sherrouse Pamela Sims Susan Speers Calhy Slerril Dorrita Sullivan Gwen Tharp Kathy Irahan
365
lohnena WallersVirginia Williams Gloria Surbella
Lucie AgostaAngela Armstrong Janet Baricev Liz Beaty Mary K. Belleu Barbara Beron Tammy Bolton Kathleen Bourgeois Susan Brignac Tory Brignac Kathy Bedels Janelle (.able Clara Cantrell Robin Cohen Kim Conkerton Lauri Conkerton Robin Curry Kathy Cusack Terri Daigrepont Gale Dartez Millie Delhaye Patti Duke Deborah Duraczynski Charlene Favre Claudia Ford Katherine Geary Pamela Gregory Diane Hamberger Joanne Harnage Paula Hill
A l p h a  O m i c r o n  P i
366
Shelly HughesLisa Johnson Stephanie Johnson Gaylene Kilgore Joni Landry Lisa Lipscomb Amy Lloyd Lynda Lovorn Renet Lovorn Laura Matheson Laura Moreno Jane Oliver Felice Ott Elizabeth Peters Cecilia Petrocco Dianne Petrocco Mary Rabb Jeanne Richard Alison Roberts Jill Romero Rebecca Sherburne Sharon Simmons Ramona Smith Cynthia Sprow Ruth Stanly Loretta Stegen Barbara St. Pierre Deborah St. Pierre Karen Tabor Deborah Tucker
Mary Ann Van OsdellBeth Wallace Jennifer Westerhaus Betsy Wilks Mary Williams Donna Young Ann Owens
367
Sheryl BardenCynthia Barkert Mary Barnes Dorothy Betz Stacy Breaux Corinne Brousseau Joyce Cambeilh Marian Cornell Sammye Crawford Shawn DePierri Erin Don a hoe Cathy Eads Debbie Fonner Elizabeth Griffiths Kris Griffiths Pam Harris Robyn Hawkes Michael Hebert Julie Hutson Betty Konrad
A l p h a  P h i
368
Dortha LaneLinda Lewis Vicky Lewis Allene McIntosh Dee Moseley Marianne O'Neal Ceradette Patrick Heidi Pursell Martha Rich Sue Shields
Barbara SimonsVicky Smith Christine St. Amand Kim Stamey Mary Taft Carla Turnely Ediw Wellemeyer Louise Seale
369
Blaine AdamsMikey Amy Vallie Bailey Sandee Beatty Paige Blanchard Alison Bolling Mary Bolling Mary Beth Brown Debbie Chenier Tamara Compton Kevin Coon Joanne Deimel Carla Fair |oey Lynn Ciamalva Barbara Craepel Shannon Graham Cynthia Guillot Jeannie Hacker Sheri Hacker Lori Harris
A l p h a  X i  D e l t a
Stephanie HayesValerie Hess Alice Horn Cynthia Horton Sally Irvine Lori Kachler Mary Ann Karides Kim Kitto Kathy Darson Melinda Magner Eve Masinter Catherine Maynard Pamela McCallum Catherine McNeilly Kathy McQuaid April Mitchell Phyllis Murphy Cindy Nelson Ferbe Newson Julie Ann Paquette Mary Alice Perkins Shelly Plaisance Sheila Serich Kelly Snow Leda Stampelos Janet Leigh Tarlton Karen Toups Tambra Williams Pamela Yarger Arlene Zeringue
371
Pat ZiefleRuth Cosby
Catherine AertkerMartha Albritton Leslie Alkire Beth Allee Becky Allgood Phyllis Almgren Lania Arledge Missy Babin Suzanne Babin Wensel Ballard Leah Barron Holly Beadle leanie Beadle Martha Bearden Cynthia Belcher Susanne Belleau Cindy Berry Sondra Berry Melinda Black Clare Blagg Mary Bolan Donna Borden Kaye Brame Lauren Brennan Becky Brittain Cissy Brittain Lala Brittain Vicki Brooks Carol Brouillette Laura Broussard Kelly Bryan Gayla Byrd Sunny Cade Sandra Cadriel Elizabeth Calvit )an Campbell Susan Carstens Kathy Carter Georgia Catching Cappy Chadwick Anna Chambers Sharron Cogbill Lillee Coleman Julie Collins Laura Cordell Linda Cordell Missy Crews Diane Dahlberg Patricia Dale Mary Kelly Davis Ann Denhollen Pat Denley Debbie Dethloff Denise Dicharry Sharon Dixey Laura Doland Madge Doles Julie Dornier Karen Downs Carla DuCote
C h i  O m e g a
372
Terry DucoteBarbara Anne Eaton Kelly Enos Carol Evans Lori Fertitta Lauren Florsheim Ginger Forbing Ramelle Foster Becky Fox Cary Freeman Betsy Freshney Mary Fritze Missy Fry Kathy Frye Stephanie Fussell Elodie Gary Kathy Gates Laura Gentry Heather Gill Leslie Gladney Gretchen Gray Holly Haik Meg Hakenjos Kim Hale Jan Hamrick Nan Hardee Penny Hargroder Judy Harrell Ashley Harris Donna Hernandez Leslie Hilliard Rebecca Hindsman Carolyn Hippie Beverly Hise Sandra Hoffman Coleen Hughes Tecile Hyde Sharon Ingram Shawn Ingram Janet Jackson Ann Jefferies Amie Jones Lisa Keegan Kathy Kerlin Kathy Kilpatrick Kara Knight Charlotte Kreher Suzanne LaFleur Sue Landry Denise LaPlace Missy LeBlanc Moffett LeBlanc Dottie Lentz Lynn Ludden Joan Lungaro Terri Lyle Janet Maassen Jeanne Marie Magne Mary Marston Carol Martin
S '
373
Carolyn MayoChrist i Mayo Kathy McCarthy Patty McCloskly Melinda McCoy Tanya McKenzie Ann McLindon Maureen McLindon Barbie Miller Risa Minaldi Lauri Mizelle Marian Mohrle Sara Kane Mott Kim Newton Nanette Noland Karen Oden Liz Olinde Ayse Ovunc Betty Perrier Penny Petagna Paula Pharo Susan Louise Phillips Sally Reynolds Kelly Leigh Ring Aline Roberts Debbie Rush Cornell Rushing Trudy Sartor Colleen Scarle Claire Schneider Terri Schriber Tonni Schriber Ann Serpas Mary Shaddock Donna Sharp Sandra Sharp Alicita Sigur Caroline Sigur Cynthia Skaggs Paige Smith Sallie Smith Laura Stauffer Ginger Stephens Martha Stevens Susan Summer Patti Teague lanet Lee Thompson lulia Thompson Mary Helen Thompson Ian Tidwell Terri Leigh Todd Alyson Trahan (ill Treadwell Lisa Ann Trimble Robin E. Trimble Roanne Valentine Stacy Verhagen Kipp Wallace Ann Watson |o Cameron Williams
Leslie WilliamsLiz Wittman Emily Wright Katherine Yarborough
374
Kathy AinleySusan Anderson Terri Authement Risa Balestrino Cindy Barker Patty Baskind Mary Bellinger Carol Biondo Renee Blanchard Emily Brame Diane Breaud Emily Bruce lean Anne Bullock Lyndy Burt Beth Butterworth Helen Carter Mary Castanedo Nell Cookston Pam Cooper Sally Crowell Martha Daniel Catherine Davis Lynnette Day Lisa Dimitry Neva Ducote Janie Dupuy Susan Ensminger Sharon Everett Mary Beth Ezell Ann Flowers Beth Fryar Laura Gallagher Cissy Garrett Cheryl Gist Laura Goodrich Jamie Grace Susan Groome Stephanie Harrell Lynn Harvey Cathy Havens
D e l t a  D e l t a  D e l t a
Lisa HayJan Herring Lynn Herring Mary Hext Cinde Hodges Penny Hoffman Nancy Hoover Carla Huber Lori Huet Mimi Hyatt Charlotte lies Eloise Jacobs Frances Jacobs Betsy Jordan Judy Jordan Rebecca Kilgore Gay Kleinpeter Grace Kleinpeter Lynn Krombholtz Lisa Lalande Cheryl Lambert Dawn Lance Forrest Landry Margaret Landry Adrienne Laperouse Betsy Law Melissa Leimbrook Mary Leonard Robin Lindsey Julie Luke Camie Lyall Leslie Mahfouz Pam Manuel Sharon McCauley Susan McClain Kim McElwee Mimi McGlasson Cindy McGough Mary McHugh Jamie Miller lulie Miller Lane Molony Anne Moody Collyer Mott Mary Nash Abbie Neblett Sally Nesser Julie Nierman Annelies Ohlmeyer Mimi O'Neal
Δ Δ Δ
376
Kathy OsborneSusan Osborne Nancy Palmer Carol Papageorge Ellen Parry Libby Patton
w
Katie PharrLucy PharrKristin PiersonNancy PriceHarriet ProthroPam PuckettBarbara RamirezGayle RannaLisa RhodesGaye RichardsPolly RichardsJulie RippyVicki RobertsonFrances RobinsonTessie RoeAnne RoquesLallah SewardSally ShoenfeltHollis SimonsonCarla SimpsonShan SimpsonTheresa SimpsonAnna SmartSheri SmithKathleen SocolofskyMary Sue SocolofskyTaryn SouthonSally StinchcombFaith SuppleJenny TalbotGaye TessierMarisa ThaxtonJulie TheunissenTerry TheunissenLiza ThomasNancy TouchstoneMeme TuckerWyn TuckerMissy Van MeterLea VlacosChaille WagnerKelly WaiteJean WallSally WallaceAshley WeimerLee Ann WhitehurstMary Evelyn WhitehurstTracie WhitehurstClaire WhitlatchKathleen Wild
Catherine WintersMartha Winters Ann Womack Susan Woods Martha Wyly Kathryn Young Kay Zachary
377
Adrienne Abadiejeanine Abadie Patti Arroyo Denise Ashford Amy Barcelona Lisa Bares Cheryl Barton )uhn Marie Bateman Sue Beauclair Elizabeth Bilisoly Kelly Bonin Cindy Boudreaux M'Lu Bouser Lauri Boyd Karen Brannigan Deborah Brannon Charlynn Brinsmade Jackie Brown Donna Bunch Mary Burley Kathleen Burney Dana Butler Anne Caldwell Suzanne Caldwell Jane Cantrell Carol Cassagne Pamela Clay Lesley Cleveland Allyson Collette Greta Covell Annette Crane Mary D'Albor Donna Danjean Teddy Daughtry Dava Dennis Denise DeSalvo Margaret Dolbear Donna Donald Elise Dupuis Missy Dwight Sandra Edmonson Ellen Elliot Kathryn Engolio Cindy Epp Lynne Eymard Holly Fatherree Holly Forbing Debra Ford Ann Fonte Lee Gagnet
D e l t a  G a m m a
378
Lisa GeorgeLori Gomez Leslie Gordon Davenna Greathouse Ann Griffis Ruth Guthrie Sarah Guthrie Susan Harp Patricia Haynes Carolyn Heaton Karen Heil Susan Hill Carrie Hood Carol Horn Leslie Huff Pamela lueli Anne Jordan Carrie Jordan Marie Judue Katheryn Kingery Susan Lake Melanie Landriew Stephanie LaPlante Valerie Laxson Lauren Lemmon Linda Lemmon Betsy Lipstate Kathy Littlepage Linda Loe Lettie Lowe Theresa Lowery Ann Macaulay Traci MacPherson Katherine Mansfield Diane Marsh Ann Matthews Beth Mays Maura McCloskey Judy McHugh Michelle McKee 
Dede Meagher Mary Mealey Ruth Mealey Lucia Metrailer Missy Michaelis Mary Moody Jane Morris Monique Morvart Lisa Mulholland Denise Nelson
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Martha O'Brien
Patricia O liver 
Adrianne Orihel 

















































Kathleen AlleyKem Arant Pat Ardoin Lee Anne Atwood Barbara Bahlinger Karen Bailey Leigh Barielle Wendy Bateman Lisa Beauregard Marla Bernadas Cynthia Bienvenu Jerisse Bolton JoAnn Borden Ann Bossier Shawn Bridgewater Terri Briggs Betsy Broussard Fran Broussard Jenny Buck Fran Bujard Terry Bunyard Aleyce Caillouet CathyCallihan Connie Carter Jenny Casey Cheryl Crain Renee Cramer Deborah Daigle Jan Daniel Jill Daniel Mildred Dauterive Michelle deLassus Jane Demarest Missy DeShong Marianne Ducros Debbie Dugan Karen Dunn Bambi Falcone Rosemary Farace Elizabeth Fisackerly Lisa Gautreau Morigue Giroir DeAnne Glueck Lori Goldstein Kim Gravois Amy Gregory Charlotte Guillory Far a Hargroder Kathryn Harman Debbie Harper Meredith Hathom Sherry Hawkins Dawn Hebert Lisa Hickey Kiki Hornberger Laura Houtz Terry Hulmes Carla Jacobs Jeanne Jacquat Barbara James












































Donna PeyrouxLeslie Ponthie Donna Porter Rene Richard Beverly Richards Karen Risher Michele Ross Pam Roth Vickie Roussel Dawn Roy Katrina Salev Wanda Sanders Martha Schaffer Peggy Schwartzenburg Lisa Siegrist Tieise STavent Neysa Smith Sheila Sokora Teresa Sparks Maureen Spurlock Michele Stafford Carolyn Stark Marilyn Stephens Ginger Stolzenthaler Deborah Terribile Diane Thibodeaux Lisa Thomas Mary Trosclair Natalie Truxillo Becky Valentine
Yvette VinetKatherine Waltman Jamie Watkins Maria Wiewiorowska Jean Willingham Diane Wilson Bahia Wyly Gerardine Zeringue Mrs. Nancy Moon
383
Pcsson
Susan Adams Elise Adde Annette Allen Susan Altict Kathie Alvarez Nancy Alvarez Carolyn Ammon lane Arbuthnot Julie Arbuthnot Nancy Badt Helen Bagot Lisa Bailey Barbara Balser Katharine Baragona Diane Bartley Carolyn Beatty Laura Laine Bell Patrice Booth Alison Brown Terri Ann Browning Janet Burns Cary Caldwell Sharon Carnes Carolyn Chassee Carol Clark Hope Cockernam Kitty Cooper Cathy Cope Cindy Crain Laura Crain Dari Cush Sarah Cush Laura Ann Dailey Cheryl Daniels Andrea Decuir Carol Derlin Pat-T Devlin Julie Dewees Lori Donaldson Stephanie Dorroh Molly Duncan Debbie Ellis Elizabeth Eschete Susan Ewing Jodee Eyster Jacqueline Fagan Ellen Faust Tracy Felder Sharon Ferguson
K a p p a  A l p h a  T h e t a






























Cheryl Van Eaton 












Margaret AdkinsCinny Atkins Andree Anderson Julie Anderson Allyson Bahlinger 
Bryn Bailey Cindy Bank Susie Bank Lydia Barousse Charri Barron Bonnie Barton Dixie Barlon Angela Berard Cary Biggs Margaret Biggs Margie Blanchard Deanna Booras Katina Booras Carol Boston Lulu Box Donna Bradley Carol Brocoto Sharon Brocoto Janie Broussard Betsy Brown Stephanie Brown Tammy Brown Charlotte Bujol Jennifer Burdrick Melinda Burns Mary Butler Mary Ann Calhoun Marla Cannatella Debbie Carona Candi Casey Retta Chaffin Svend Chaffin Suzanne Chambers Brenda Choi Lizette Choi Lynn Clapp Pam Coltharp Elizabeth Cookston Kathy Cordaro Colleen Corry Mary Ellen Corry Carol Courcier Carol Curtis Jan Daigle lanie Daly
K a p p a  D e l t a
387
Marian DalyKathy D'Anna Susan Davidson Bunny Deas Lisette delaHoussaye Darcy Didier Lisa Dixon Betsy Drew Edie Drew Suzanne Engeron Glenda Evans Jan Fain Margaret Falkenheiner Shelia Faour Lisa Files Kerryn Fitzmourice Rhoda Forrest Karen Foster Becky Frazier Sarah French Dianne Fuqua Michelle Gainer Carol Galloway Lisa Gamble Denise Garon Jennifer Gillette Carol Goldbach Ginger Graham Rachel Gregoire Beth Guilbeau Susan Hardy Becky Harper Jane Hastings Lisa Hayes Jane Heagler Susan Henslee Shelly Houston Marti Hudson Gracey Huffman Holly Humphreys Sherry Johnson Jennifer Jones Laurie Jordan Jamie Kayser Leslie Kemmerly Melanie Kennon Kim Kilpatrick Cambria Kinnard Connie Kuebel Sari Laborde Debbie Laird Melany Landreneau Valerie Landry Anne Laville Anne Limper Kay Loflin Michelle Manuel Cathy May Leslie McCants Sandy McClellan
K Δ
388
Susan McDuffGretchen McGehee Susan McGraw Mary Kate McIntosh Mike McNamara Jamie Middleton Becky Miller Jan Moppert Cammie Moreno Lizby Morse Melody Morse Becky Mullin Yvette Mullin Laura Noland Melissa Norman Susan Norman Coleen Ogden Sondra Oliver Julie Oswald Manya Peters Jackie Petkovsek Janet Polk Carolyn Post Cynthia Pruyn Ellie Quinn Nancy Ratcliff Michelle Regard Karen Reinhardt Cindy Reitz Mitzi Richard Lisa Robinson Cheryl Rockett Leigh Rowe Lynne Schiele Claire Schmidt Kathy Schneider Nancy Scott Sally Scott Lisa Scruggs Mike Simon Donna Sinquefield Jan Smith Leslie Smith Amy Stephens Kerin Stoma Kristi Stoma Holly Strother Sharon Sweeney Pam Taylor Denise Thomas Debbie Travis Sherri Turner Charla Gail Wagner Suzanne Walker Elizabeth Wall Amy Whitsell Kelli Wiemer Lisa Wilkinson Wendy Wort hen Nancy Wyman
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Michelle MoretCindy Morgan Erin Mount Kathleen Murchison Roberta Newcomer Ann Noel Nancy Ortkiese Anita Parker 




P h i  M u
Ann AllgoodDiane Arnold Missy Arnold Kay Aubin Jeannie Baer Laurie Bahan loan A. Barback Roberta Barrow Kim Bellamy Cecile Blanchard Angie Bourgeois Betn Broussard Carolyn Broussard Eva Brown Jenny Brown Linda Bruce Regina Burns Susan Burns Kathryn Bush Cynthia Cambre Katherine Cambre Stacey Campbell Susan Carlson Aimee Carriere Elise Carrell Denise Carter Sharon Casey Kelli Clark Laura Bryan Clark Cheri Cotogno Lori Counts Cynthia Cox (ill David Susan Davis Leslie Dease Charlotte Delean Patti DeSavtel Terri DeSavtel Joan Dickinson Susan Donaldson Susan Douglass Leslie Dozier Ann Drake Kim Dryden Jeanne Erickson Pamela Evans Robin Everett Theresa Fandison Janice Fazekas Lesslee Fitzmorris
Cathy FosterJohnnie Freneaux Pam Cengo Cynthia Glueck Jane Craves Cindy Greer Jenny Guidry Cheryl Guillory Sandra Guillory Cindy Heary Yolande Hebert Tammie Hendry Susan Hepting Barbara Higgins Patricia Hiller Marguerite Holden Pamela Holloway Karen Holmes Lizette Jensen Alison Jones Karen Jones Elizabeth Jordon Mimi Jordan Paula Karam Terri Karam Donna Keller Georgia Kelley Gloria A. Kelley Kerry Kilman Kelly Kinard Candy Kinney Sandy Knight Karen Kramer Laurie Lambert Elise Lavender Jeanne Lecler Denise Ledbetter Sharon Lee Nell Leslie Lori Lewis Missy Lowery Tammy Martin Lisa McCarthy Elizabeth Meador Linda Merse Stephanie Miller Cindy Milstead Jackie Montgomery Mary Morgan Margaret Morrell
Φ M
Martha MorrellKathleen Murphy Kim Nelson Leslie Nicholson Janet Oca
394
Faye WilkersonKathy Williams Denise Womack Betty Ann Wulff
Michelle OustaletTami Palermo Sharon Palmer Celia Pardue Dawn Parker Suzanne Perilloux Katherine Peterson Lisa Phenice Malise Prieto Barbara Rees Ann Romero Janet Rucker Debbie Rung Grace Rupple Sharon Sale Mary Sanquinetti Ann Schwing Lisa Seals Anna Sells Tracy Shank Linda Shelton Connie Sicard Shari Simpson Julie Sippel Paula Smith Debbie Spangler Julie St. Martin Laurie Swanson Linda Swanson Christy Taylor Berylin Templet Pam Tessier Janet Theriot Susan Ann Theriot Margaret Thompson Patricia Treloar Lisa Triche Michelle Triche Cindi Triplett Renee Elise Van Getten Laura Verlander Chole Vilas Sylvia Villageliu Gretchen Voelkel Barbara Walker Charleen Walsh Lynn Warfield Elizabeth Watkins Diana Welch Anne White
395
Sinn Amain!
Sara AdamsDawn Adamson Amy Alford Clair Ann Amiss Mary Nell Anderson Leeza Arango Debbie Arjein Ann Bahlinger Courtney Barry leanne Bercegeay Karen Bethke Julie Kay Bolton Bambi Bourg Kathy Bourgeois Martha Bowdon Sandra Braswell Margaret Briede Margaret Brooks Leigh Ann Brooksher |ana Brown Shelley Bruner Cathy Burke Karen Marie Calkins Sue Carrere Katherine Casey Caroline Chapman Marcia Chapman Mary Chappuis Tracey Chappuis Liz Charlson Sarah Clark Courtney Clement Melissa Cloutier Kelly Cohen Kitty Cointment Carolyn Cotton Suzanne Cotton Cindy Couvillion Joan Cramer Donna Curfman Kim Curry Monta Cutbirth Nancy Davis Dawn Depaula Lorraine Deslatte Lisa Distefano Marti Douglass Darren Drake Christine Duet Cathy Elender
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Stacie MelanconClaire Melsheimer Joanie Michiels Barbara Middleton Mary Beth Mineo Patsy Mock lamie Moss Laurie Muslow SaraBeth Ohl Elizabeth Owalline Tammy Ozley Tappi Pace Helen Payne Suze Pearce Jane Peters Kitty Prentice Pamela Reinhardt Dawn Rivers Denise Robichaux Kathy Rogers Elizabeth Rome Beth Roseborough Nanette Russell Sandra Saye Connie Seutilles Peggy Shashy Maureen Shea Debra Short Nannette Simon Katherine Smith Judie Snyder Carol Songy Nannette Sonnier Lisa Sotile Shawn Stevens Ellen Sutton Peggy Sweeney Shannan Sweeney Lisa Terry Cherie Thibaut Jill Thomas Mary Townsend Lisa Tudor Martha Turner Margaret Unkel Babette Vidrine Beth Waggenspack Mary Waggenspack Julie Waguespack Kim Walker
Annalisa WaltJan Wampold Ann Warner Pam Warner Sandra White Diane Williams K. K.Yeager Mrs. Maugret Skinner
398
Π Β Φ
Sherri AllenCynthia Andrews Karen Badon Kathy Baer Tricia Baer Aimee Bagnetto Ann Baker Karen Barnes (eanie Barthel Peggy Battalora Karen Bonnegent Dorinda Boudreaux Molly Brown Carol Bryan!Eva Cangelosi Denise Cardaro Lori Carey Lisa Carpenter Diane Carrol Theresa Cenac Karen Chambers Margaret Chorak Susan Clark Colleen Connolly Kathy Corkern |udy Couden Johnnie Craus Michele Dandridge Diane Davis Beth Doyle (ill Edwards Jill Edwards Nancy Edwards Mary Ellard Karen Emmer Do Da Dee Emmerson Patty Felton Myra Fitts Nancy Fletchinger Rita Fletchinger Kay Fort Helen Franz Debbie Friedrichsen Joanna Gagliano Judy Garmon Lisa Garon Gwen Gebhardt Barbara Gibbons Hope Gilliand Louise Gonce
Z e t a  T a u  A l p h a
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Jo Lynn Walton 








Z e t a  P h i  B e t a













































Chris Pettit —  Secretary 
Greg Barro —  Treasurer 
Scott Love — Administrative Vice- 
President 
Randy Gurie — Advisor 
Bill Dippel —  Rush Vice-President 




Bill Lastrape— Phi Gamma Delta 
David Martin — Pi Kappa Theta 
Paul Glahn — Delta Tau Delta 
Miles Peroyea — Kappa Sigma 
Win Brandon — Kappa Sigma 
Neal Hopson — Sigma Nu 
Field Long— Phi Gamma Delta 
Jimmy Simm — Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Lenny Waguespack — Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Mark Miller— Sigma Chi 
Matt McCarroll — Kappa Alpha 
Billy Hurdle — Acacia 
Lance Rist — Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Tom Henning — Lambda Chi Alpha 
Jimmy Stevens — Phi Gamma Delta 
Mike Kimbro — Phi Delta Theta 
Randy Mast — IM Supervisor 
Jerry Eisenstatt — Zeta Beta Tau
4 1 0
Fraternity Intramural Athletic Bracket Results:
Sport Purple Gold White
Football Σ ΦΓA ZBT
Volleyball ΣX ΔTΔ TKE/
ZBT
ΦΔΘGolf Θ I ΔTΔ
Racquetball Acacia ΔKE ZBT
Bowling Σ X ΦΓΔ ΠKA
Basketball Σ X AXA ΠΔѰ
Soccer KΣ ΦΓΔ ΦΔΘ
Softball KΣ/ΣAE ΦΓΔ/ΔTΔ ΦΔΘ
Track KΣ ΦΓΔ ΦΔΘ
Tennis ΣX ΔTΔ ZBT
Swimming Σ N ΔTΔ ZBT
OVERALL: ΣX Φ Γ Δ Φ Δ Θ
411
412
A l p h a  G a m m a  R h o
Allen ArcemontBobby Arnold Bob Ashby Larry Baker Danny Becnel Big Bird Tony Brooks Franz Bunnel Chuck Burfoot David Byars Keith Calandro Jim Caldwell David Candler Mike Carleton Steve Martin Carleton Terry Carlin Steve Carter Durward Casteel Tim Claiborne Clay Clark Brad Cook Tom Cook Tim Cole Brian Corbett John Day Rod Deus Peter Drago Pat Dunn Rusty Durrer Rick Ellis Brad Emmerick Jim Epperson Jon Erwin David Fortenberry Wendall Fredieu Mike Futrell Harry Gabriel Chuck Cagnet Ronnie Cagnet Joe Gahn Bruce Gallesaro Perry Gelpi Scott Gentry Charles Ginart Judd Grady Fred Gregg Chuck Guin Kevin Gummow Jay Hebert Randy Hebert
A c a c i a
413
Carl Hennings Mitch Hindman Jeff Holmquist Billy Hurdle Tommy John Bill Jones Brian Jones Craig Kaple Jim Kelly Kevin Kenning Lee Kicker Phil Kitchen Leon Kleinpeter Mike Korn Kim Labit Bo LaCrange Ron Landers Louis Lanoux Paul Lanoux Mark Laughlin Mike Levy Joe Lewis Jim Lloyd Steve Loe Scott Love David Lukinovich Buzz Marph Howard McClean Jim McCough Jess Montegudo "Robo" Montgomery Price Mourger Craig Newman Kevin Odom Mike O'Dowd Pat O'Dowd Gordon Ogden Bill O'Rourke Barkef Osigian, III Allen Park Tim Pavelle Brent Pearson Jerry Perret Al Piuik Chuck Ponder Irwin Prescott Greg Price David Prokop David Rafidi

















































A l p h a  T a u  O m e g a
417
Richard BaileyBruce Bannon Michael Barry Paul Brechner Connie's Lil Bro. Tucker Butterworth Thomas Casey Harry Chalstrom Baby Clay Coollock CousteauDebonner Mark Fisher Allen B. Gamble Gumball Gibby Mike Gilly Goose G. Robert Green Onion Head Keith G. Henry Kari M. Hoefer KillerTimmy Kingsmill Kevin Kiser Donnie Lambert Steve Larve Donald Little Frank Lopiccolo, III Kenneth Lopiccolo Robin Luce
418
D e l t a  K a p p a  E p s i l o n
WeaselBurney Williams Bert Wilson Chris Wynne
Sal ManderMartian Martty Robert McLaughlin Hal Mentz Bennett Murphy John Patten Richard Provensal Radar RalphJeff Rasmussen Brooks RayPaul Richard Andrew Rinker James Robin Jimmy Robinson Ram-Rod Chris St Paul Steven St. Paul St. Raymond Fred Seccunda Billy Simpson William Sonner Shawn Strobel StudClay Talbot Creg Tallywacker Who's That David Valentino Kevin Vizard Michael Vizard
419
Jim AdamsMark Addison Steve Alvarez Michael Armstrong Robert Atkinson Mickal Baldinger Roy Baremore Barry Bares Dominic Bazile Frederick Beasley Philip Bolger Jim Bookter Brian Bossier Harold Bosworth Bingham Boudreaux Glen Boudreaux Richard Boyce Herbert Brickson David Brice Thomas Buck Michael Castille David Cox Brian Dearing Jack Dickson Bernard Eckholdt Rodger Elofson Jules Falcon Richard Falgout David Faure Thomas Freeman Robert Gardner Paul Glahn Christopher Goodwyne Mark Graziani Anthony Gugliuzza Henry Haley, Jr.Al Harrel William Harris David Henson Dirk Henson Kelly Hereford Michael Hibbeler Richard Hibbeler Jonathan Himel Thomas Hodge Michael Jeignet Bryan Jenkins William Kimbrell John Lambert, IV Peter LaSalle
420
D e l t a  T a u  D e l t a
T
Stephen J. LedetChris Lozes Dennis Lytle Lloyd Magruder Michael M. Mahon Bill McAlister Mark T. McCloskey Chess S. Millburn John C. Mills Jeffrey M. Mohr Jerald J. Moisant J. Howard Moore Joseph A. Munson David Musso Mark F. Nogal Corbett L. Ourso John J. Papelbon Richard A. Pecunia Robert J. Petmecky Bart E. Pickard John W. Rainbolt Eric S. Reimsnyder Mark L. Riley Samuel M. Rosamond William Rushing Brad St. Romain Robert D. Sanders Barry C. Schully Lloyd C. Schwing James D. Sells, Jr. Christopher P. Smith Rowland B. Staller Robert C. Stevens Reagan A. Stewart Andre F. Toce John M. Vail Thomas A. Valore Jeffrey A. Vaughan Jeff W. Violette Randall L. Walker
^ — ______ ___
421
William G. BarrowMike Bollinger lames Brannon Lance Brignac Malcom Brignac Michael Brignac David Butler Dwayne Bye Robert Byrd Kirk Casemore Donald Castle Paul Catalanatto limmy Cosse luan Cuellar Carl Douglass Thomas Flynn Paul Fossier Greg Gauthier Kevin Gauthreaux Donald Gerald C. K. Gordon George Gross John Hernandez Torrance Himel Richard Hirsch Scott Kleinpeter Frank T. Lanier Marcel Lavie Michael Lutz Michael Manning
D e l t a  U p s i l o n
422
Quentin WashispackEric Weber Wade Whisnant Phillip Womack Denise DeSalvo Carrie Kessel Tambra Williams
Ferrell MarcelEdward McGreu Mike Mullen David ). Myers Keyuan Pizbazari Peter Preston Brian Reynolds Lynn Roundtree Richard B. Rovegno Stephen Schneider Joseph Scivicque Terry Sebren Gary Shell Richard Sherburne Wm. C. Smith Danny Sprunk Ralph Stephens Joseph Y. Stuart David L. Stuckey John Vicknair
423
George AbideMitch Abide Brett Allain Lex Allain David Andrus jerry Badgley Chris Belleau ). B. Benton Jay Bivins Steve Bogran Will Bonner Hunter Botts Bruce Bown Bull Braymer Smokey Bridges Warren Brown Richey Burroughs Gordon Caffery David Cali Moonball Caruille Theo Casten Henry Choi Dean Cole B. D. Cook Earl Cook John Cooper Fritz Costly Jerry Crawford Nathan Crawford Curtis Creed James Crosby Jose Cuervo Brett Cuneo Greg Cush Mike Daily Don Domingues Mike Donohoe Dobby Dunlap Ralph Dupuy Steve Ehlinger Tommy Elkins David Fakier Benny Farrier Jimbo Flores Wildman Flores Brian Flournoy Harold Flynn Bill Ford Jeff Freeman Paul Gallagher
K a p p a  A l p h a
Paul GeorgeRandy Goodwin Scott Gordon )ohn Gray John Gross David Guice Bart Gutierrez Glynn Gutierrez Bill Ham Randy Hamaker Neddy Harper Kenny Hawkins Bobby Haydel Floyd Healy Lars Herbst Wayne Hosem Hot Rod Hundley Mark Hunt Buster Hyman Jay Jackson Steve Jenkins Nels Jensen Dennis Johnson Johnny Johnson Tom Johnson Jay Jolly Al Jordan Pat Juneau Breck Kean Kevin Kelty PaulLaborde Kenny Ladner Clark Lambdin Randy Leblanc Mark Lemm Mark Lowe Mark Magner Keith Martin Tad Martin Craig Maxwell 
Matt McCarroll Dan Miller Tom Morrison Kirk Mossing Tommy Navarra Scott Nelson Autley Newton Tommy O'Conner Cal Tolly Odom Mickey Olmstead
425
Walter O'RoarkDavid Persac Billy Bob Pevey Tommy Poindexter Chuck Prentice Bob E. Reeves Rip Reeves Pat Regan Stan Rhodes limmy Bones Roberts Frank Robichaux Eddy Rogers David Sauls Billy Sharp lay Shoffner Mark Sigler Shawn Sistrunk Terry Sistrunk Will Steiner Mark Stirling Mike St. Martin Emmett Sutton Neil Sweeney Ben Thomas Bill Thompson Steve Thompson Andre Touzet Stocker Travis Mark Turner Mike Vidrine Troy Wagner Robert Weimer David West Andrew Whitehurst Nads Whitehurst Mike Wilty Lou Wittenberg McGehee Woolf Carolyn Chapman Ellen Faust
                                                          K A
426
Laurie JordanKim Kilpatrick Connie Sentilles Terry Theunissen Sara Duncan
David AlexanderMark Alvord Gregory Ardoin Robert Babineaux Gregg Baiano Jeff Benard Michael Blake Win Brandon Tommy Brou John Broussard Tom Bullock David Caffery Bill Campbell Greg Carr John Carruth Steve Clark Glenn Cox Douglas Crawford Shep Crigler Rob Curry Mark Despot Lester Ducote Steve Duke Tracy Durham Robert Eddy Jim Ellis Keith Evans Keith Fakier Larry Fore Gerald Foret Rod Fortexat Chris Frierson Brian Gardner John George Danny Gilder G. F. Gillen Gil Goodrich Charlie Gorman Greg Green Warren Green Hank Harper Billy Harris Jerry Huddleston David Humphrey Patrick Hunter Scott Jacobs Wayne Johnson Kelly Jones Keith Jordan John Landon












































Chip RussPaul Schell Gary Schoen Mark Schoen Stephen Scott Steve Shaddock Mark Shaw Barry Simmons Rodney Simoneaux Joseph Simpson Frank Slanzel Billy Joe Sneed Tom Spade Jeff Springmeyer Curtis Stephens Terry Stidham Hal Strickland Brett Terral Nick Trist Russell Tritico Byron Trust Robby Turnham Clint Vegas Steve Walsh Lee Warren Mike Webb Rob Weyman Shelby White Douglas Wilton Frank Wood Andy Young Tammie Brown Lynn Clapp Debbie Diggs Sharon Dixey Amie Jones Barbara Miller Cammie Moreno Nancy Palmer Mitzi Richard
429
Will AbrahamCarl Adkins Scott Barielle Alonzo Beasley |oel Bianca Bill Boelons Brett Bonin Charles Bowman lames Boyd Robert Burford Douglas Camp Bobby Caston Nathan Chapman Gregory Clark Brian Clarke Donald Collette Bill Conklin Terrance Cosbon Bruce Crouch Edward Daigle Robert Darden Mike deBlanc Ed Doggett Greg Feller lamey Firnberg David Font Van Franklin Charles Fremaux Alan Gaskill Ellis Greenwald Marshall Grodner luliusGrubbs Bill Hagstad Steven Hammitt Michael Hayden )ohn Henning Thomas Henning Donald Herrin Zed Howell George Hull Harmon lackson David lohn David lohnson Bruce Jones Greg Jones Gordon Joseph Howard Kaplan Mark Kleiner Laurence Lapeze Richard Larimore


























































Michael Magruder, social chairman; Alfred Aubry, jr., chaplain; Cary Simon, advisor; Danny Dangerfield, editor; Cedric Floyd, basileus, Spergeon Holly, III, keeper of 
finance; Marion Floyd, vice-basileus; Alfred joseph, Jr., keeper of records and seal; Eura Miles, Jr., consultant.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc
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O m e g a  
P e a r l s
Above left: Irene Marshall, Lylian Ashley, Gwen lenkins, 
lanice Soileau, Michelle Murphy, DiAnne Hargrove, Zen- 
obia Edwards, Arkeeta Miles.
Left: Monica Lear, Donna Sloan, Sandra Bounchand, 




Greg AlexanderTom Barlow Garland Belsome Kenneth Breaux Mark Broussard Jonathan Bryan Alvin Camus loseph Comeaux, Jr. Thomas Davis Kerry Deloach Gary W. Elrod James T. Evans Patrick A. Evans James A. Falcon Michael Kimbro Robert Kimbro George Kruger Anthony R. Lafleur Raymond J. LeBouef Emile J. Loetzerich
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Frank Devs, Jr. 
William Dippel 
Chris Elmer 





Eddie Guidry, III 






Phi Gamma Delta Fiji
4 3 6
James WalshMatthew Wellman Bradford Wilkins Charles Williams Daniel Worstell Jeffrey Wright Ronald Zeringue Christine Spring
Pierre HingleWilmer Hinrichs, Jr. David Humphris Stanford Kirsch Richard Lang Bryan Lastrapes William Lastrapes Raymond Latchem David Leefe Field Long Jay LukeMichael McCauley Charles McCray James McMurry Thomas Melancon Warren Millican Russell Moran Robert Mundinger Christopher Pettit James Platt Dan Poe Thomas Richard Cooper Roberts Steve Robinson Phillip Schmidt Jon Seger Stephen Sessions Franklin Shaw John Shaw David Sicard Bradley Simonson Kenneth Slay Shannan Slay Thomas Smart Frank Stackpole David Stevens James Stevens Rhett Stout Philip Tanner Kenneth VanAmringe
437
Anthony AbadieFrank Adolph Donovan Allen Mark Anding John Bolling Patrick Bossetta Michael Brocato Jeff Cary Steven Cary Paul Clinkscales Casey Compton Lee Cotaya Darren Daigle Scott Dalene William Daniel, IV William Doran Sean Dowd Robert Doyle Scott Doyle Jude Eserman Steven Evans James Falter Fred Finnochiaro Bruce Foret John Fortier Stephen Fox Mike Gaffney Scott Griffity Randall Grisoli James Haupt
438
P h i  K a p p a  T h e t a
Wayne HicksWalter Hogan Chip Horen Frederick Klotz Jody LaFont Andre LeBeuf Brian Ledet Eugene Loyacano Brian luden )ohn Malone David Martin Craig Mayeux Terrence Medley Jules Morales Louis Morgan O'Neil Parenton lames Sanchez Gregg Stall Thomas Stallings Patrick Suttern Alfred Theriot David Thibaut Dali Thomas Lucien Tujague Denis Van Geffen |ohn Van Geffen Roy Verges Freddie Walters Warren Wingerter Ethel Brown
439
P i  K a p p a  A l p h a

Scott AbrahamHarry Adams Bubba Allbritton Michael Anderson Scoll Anderson Blaine Ardoin Andre Aucoin Fletcher Baker Bill Bancroft Philip Bancroft Michael Barker lack Bellinger Walter Benoit Brian Berns Larry Birdsell Brad Bourg Grady Brame Richard Broadwell Robert Brown Terry Buckley John C. Burch lames Burke Francis Burleigh Richard Burroughs Danny Butler TheC Murray Calhoun Phillip Cancilleri Jay Cardone John Carpenter Walter Chandler Stephen Collins Paul Cordaro Jack Craft Nelse Davis Kenneth Delahoussaye George Demmas Gregory Dennis Jeffrey DeRowen John Diamond John DiGilia Matt Dillman Robert Dixon Michael Doiron Nathan Dondis Paul Douglas Chris Doyle John Ellinghausen Hosely Ellis Tommy Eppling
442
S i g m a  A l p h a  E p s i l o n
Will EvansRobert Eyler Rick Fleming Jim Ford Temo Fourrier John Ciddens Sam Giordano ViVi Glorioso David Gregory Richard Guerriero Charles Hennigan Jon Herrington John Higgins C. C. Howington Kelly Hughes Ed Jackson Colt James Lew the Jew Chris John Brent Johnson Timothy Jones Lee Kelley J. K. Kelly David Kessler David LaCaze Jimmy Landry Jerome Langley Rick Larsen Sam Lees Don Lennox Francis Lensing George Lindley Benjamin Marshall Craig McClain Tom McDermott Bernard McKenzie Webb McMahon Ian McSheen Paul Melancon Keith Miller

























Doodle W alker 
Slide W alker 
Bill West 
Russell W illiams 
Jimmy Wilmore 
Hall Winters 











































































Russell HodgesMike Hollingsworth Chuck Horton Michael Hoskins lames Hughes Iordan Hultberg William Hunter Larry Irvin Mike Jenny Kelly Johnson Jeff Jones Johnny Jones John Jumonville Chris Karam David Karam Michael Kearns Patrick Keller Steve Keller Richard Kennedy Kevin Kilpatrick Paul Kirk David Kline Clay Knobles Chris Kolb Thomas Laborde Joe Lancaster Greg Landry Mitchell Landry Barry Lee Don Lewis Stephen Loupe J. Maggio Jim Mahoney Roy Martin Gordon Mayeux Michael McBride Michael McDermott David McDonald Donnie McDowell Danny McGlynn Forres McGraw Scott McLeod Phil Megison Steve Megison Spencer Melder Charles Mentz James Miller Mark Miller Rolfe Miller Louis Minsky
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W illiam  Cassidy, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Paul Cassisa, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Jonathan Castille, o p e l o u s a s  
Rene Castillo, m e t a i r i e  
Celina Castro, k e n n e r  
Nancy Catalanello, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Georgia Catalano, h a r a h a n  
Mike Catalano, D UPLESSIS
Regina Catalano, d u p l e s s i s  
Michael Causey, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Travis J .  Causey, p r a i r i e v i l l e  
Mary Cavin, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Stephen Cazaubon, m e t a i r i e  
Scotty Chabert, BA TO N  R O U G E  
John B. Chachere, EU N ICE 
Scott Chachere, O PELOUSAS
Helen Chalstrom, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Denise Chambers, P O R T  ALLEN 
Dorothy Chambers, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Joh n  Chambers, LAKE CH ARLES 
Joy Chambers, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Kenny Champagne, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Loraine Champagne, T H E R IO T  
Adrian Chan, H O N G  K O N G
Lily Chan, H O N G  K O N G  
Siuman Chan, h o n g  K O N G  
Carolyn Chance, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Cindy Chaney, C L IN T O N  
Janet Charles, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Gary Chauvin, SULPHUR 
Patricia Chauvin, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Jean Chavers, D ENH AM  SP R IN G S
Lisa Chelette, g o n z a l e s  
Michael Chelette, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Denise Chenevert, SU LPH U R 
Paul Childress, s h r e v e p o r t  
Daniel Chin, c o l o n ,  p a n a m a  
Raymond Chin, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Pamela Chin-Lai, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Michael Choate, BA TO N  R O U G E
Yoon Keng Choo.JOHORE, MALAYSIA 
Nicholas Choy, PANAMA 
Patricia Chretien, ST  LORAIN , OH 
Sherri Christensen, m e t a i r i e  
Timothy Christiansen, m e t a i r i e  
Dean C. Christmas, M A R IN G O U IN  
Reginald Christy, ABBEVILLE 
Nicky Chu, SAN FRAN CISCO, CA
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To Kok Chuan
Malinda Chustz, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Chris Cimo, M ETA IRIE 
Denise Cioll, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Nick Cioll, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Steve Cipriano, N EW  O RLEAN S 
Catherine Clark, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Kelli Clark, m o n r o e
Lisa Clark, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Patricia Clark, PRIDE 
Sharon Clark, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Susan Clark, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Nancy Clarke, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Robert W . Clarke, b o u r g  
Ida Marie Clausen, f r a n k l i n  
Marc Clemens, BA TO N  ROUGH
Denise Clement, m e t a i r i e  
Cindy Clemons, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Gerard Clesi, h a r a h a n  
Ed Cleveland, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Marcel Clothier, b a k e r  
Aloysia Coco, HAM BURG  
Chris Coe, b o s s i e r  c i t y  
Terry Coe, s h r e v e p o r t
Marc Coffey, l a k e  c h a r i . e s  
Barbara Coldwell, M ETA IRIE 
Gregory Cole, H A RVEY 
Je f f  Cole, M ACED ONIA, o h  
Randall Cole, HARVEY 
Cathleen Coleman, f r a n k l i n  
Jamina Coleman, M ETA IRIE 
Doug Coles, BA TO N  RO U G E
W illiam  Coles, m e t a i r i e  
Patrice Colligan, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Evon Collins, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Randy Collins, D ENH AM  SPRIN G S 
Steve Collins, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Susan Collins, A LEXA N D RIA  
Dennis Jam es Colomb, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Kim Colomb, b a t o n  r o u g e
Margaret Colvin, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Joseph Combes, RIV ER RID G E 
Robert Comeaux, N E W  IBERIA 
Byron Como, PA TTERSO N  
Alexis Con, p u n t a r e n u s ,  c o s t a  r i c a  
Sylvia Con, PU N TA REN U S. COSTA RICA 
Lauri Conerly, BATO N  RO U G E 
Christine Connell, K EN N E R
Mark Conover, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Cindy Constant, d e n h a m  s p r i n g s  
Patrick Constant, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Creighton Cook, i n d i a n a p o l i s ,  i n  
David Cook, h o u m a  
Jam es Cook, f f . r r i d a y  
Katharyn Cook, M O BILE. AI.
Paula Cook, f e r r i d a y
Tommy Cooke, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Dennis Cooper, S i c i l y  i s l a n d  
Karen Cooper, s i m m e s p o r t  
Michael Cooper, h a r a h a n  
Tracy Copeland, M ETA IRIE 
Katherine Corkern, D EN H A M  SPRIN G S 
Ricky Cormier, SC O TT 
Kurt Michael Coste, m e t a i r i e
Richard Coston, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Ada Diane Cotter, m a n d f .v i i . l e  
Blake Couch, L a f a y e t t e  
Beverly Coursey, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Clarence Courtney, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Rose Marie Cousin, l a c o m b f .
Renelle Couvillion, m a r k s v i l l e  
Barth Cox, c o n v e n t
Jam es Cox, C O N V E N T  
Barry Lester Craig, b a t o n  r o u g e  
David Craig, o a k  g r o v e  
Thomas Crain, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Anne Cramer, b a t o n  r o u g f .
Ju lie  Crane, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Stephen Crane, J e f f e r s o n  
David Crawford, N EW  O RLEA N S
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Sharon Crawford, r i v e r  r i d g e  
Felicia Creel, b e a u m o n t ,  t x  
Donna Crochet, m e t a i r i e  
Sheryl Lynn Crocker, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Catherine Crockett, m e t a i r i e  
Nancy Croes, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Sara Crosland, r i v e r  r i d g e  
Rhonda Crowe, BATO N  R O U G E
Donna Crowson, BATO N  R O U G E  
Joseph Crowton, r i v e r  r i d g e  
Jam es E. Cry, s l i d e u .  
Orlando Cubillan, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Timothy Culey, BATO N  R O U G E  
David Culpepper, BO SSIER C IT Y  
David Cummings, PIN EVILLE 
Donald Cummings, OPELOUSAS
Randy Cummings, ST f r a n c i s v i l l e  
Raymond Cunningham, C L IN T O N  
Dan Cutrer, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Katie L. Cutrer, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Cynthia Cvek, CH ICA G O, IL 
June Dabadie, V EN TR ESS 
Adrienne Dabbs, M ETA IR IE  
Celeste Daigle, CH URCH  P O IN T
Christine Daigle, c h u r c h  p o i n t  
Judy Daigle, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Ju lie  Daigle, l u l i n g  
Michele Daigle, m e t a i r i e  
Priscilla Daigle, LA FA YETTE 
Sonia Daigle, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Mark Daire, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Lori Dale, b a t o n  r o u g e
Ruby Dale, D ENHAM  SP R IN G S 
Chris Dalrymple, D E R ID D E R  
Debbie Dalton, g o n z a l e s  
Mary Lynne Dalton, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Alicia Ann Damiano, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Janice D ’Amico, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Kenny D ’Amico, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Jeffrey Daniel, BA TO N  R O U G E
Pamela Daniels, B O Y C E  
Timothy Daniels, H A M M O N D  
Sandra Danos, B R ID G E C IT Y  
Corri D ’Antoni, PEARL R IV E R  
Robert D ’Antoni, LOUISVILLE, K Y  
JoA nn Daquano, PO R T  ALLEN 
Ben Daranda, M A RK SVILLE 
Susan Dardenne, M A R IN G O U IN
Kasturi Dasgupta, SH ILO N G , IN D IA  
Melanie Dauzat, m a r k s v i l l e  
Crystal Dave, N E W  O R LEA N S 
Cynthia Davenport, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Ray A. Davezac, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Ann David, W E ST W E G O  
Brenda David, M AD1SONVILLE 
Cecilia Davies, LU LIN G
Sally Davies, LU LIN G  
Richard Davin, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Andrew M. Davis, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Angela Davis, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Brenda Davis, j a c k s o n  
Donna Davis, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Glenda L. Davis, JA C K SO N  
Michael L. Davis, M ETA IRIE
Sandra Davis, SP RIN G FIELD  
Sandra Davis, M ETA IRIE 
Stephanie Davitt, s h r e v e p o r t  
David Charles, DAW SO N  
David Day, W O O D V ILLE 
Patricia Day, ZA C H A RY 
Mark Dearing, C O V IN G T O N  
Mary Debenport, B A TO N  RO U G E
„ Jeffrey deBessonet, b a k e r  
Mike deBessonet, BA K E R  
Jennifer L, Debosier, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Deborah De Bram, K E N N E R  
Henry Decoteau, m e t a i r i e  
Dane DeFelice, l o c k p o r t  
Denise DeGeorge, N EW  O RLEAN S 
Anne DeGraauw, ST. ABBEVILLE
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Michael Dejarnette, BA TO N  R O lK il; 
Jeanne Delahoussaye, f r a n k l i n  
Marie Delatte, j e f f e r s o n  
Gordon Delcambre, ST. M A RTIN VI1.I.E 
Mary Delcambre, ST. M A RTIN VH .I.E  
Suezell Delcambre, ST  M A RTIN V ILI.E  
Denise Demorvelle, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Gay Demorvelle, N EW  O RLEA N S
Jeffrey Demouy, n e w  O r l e a n s  
David Denley, A LEXA N D R IA  
Robert Denman, r i v e r  r i i x ; e  
Laurie Dennery, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Tim  Dennis, M AYLEN E, AL 
Dottie Denson, m e t a i r i e  
Faith Dent, BATO N  RO U G E 
Jorge DeObaldia, PANAMA
Edith Deshotel, v i l l e  p l a t t e  
Lester J .  Deshotels, v i l l a  p l a t t e  
Ray Desselle, A LEXA N D RIA  
Christine Desselles, m a r k s v i l l e  
Christine Dessert, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Bret Detillier, l u t c h e r  
Sterling Deville, N EW  RO AD S 
Terry Devillier, PLAQUEM INE
Susan DeVries, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Nina DeW esse, BA TO N  RO U GE 
Peter Dewey, M ETA IRIE 
Carol D eW itt, BATO N  RO U G E 
Alaine DiBenedetto, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Angie DiBenedetto, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Nancy Dicharry, BA TO N  RO U G E 
JoA nn Dickenson, b a t o n  r o u g e
Ken Dickinson, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Brian Dickmann, N E W  O RLEAN S 
Richard Dieter, LAKE C HARLES 
Dianne Dietrich, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Marilyn Dietrich, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Harry Dill, A LEXA N D RIA  
Jam es Dillon, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Ruth Dillon, G U EYD A N
Sharron Dillon, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Vermon Dillon, BOGALUSA 
Patti Dion, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Lynn E. D ixon, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Peter Dixon, BATO N  RO U G E 
W alter Dixon, SIM M ESPO RT 
Mark Dobbins, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Steven Dodds, b a t o n  r o u g e
Beverly Dolph, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Theresa Domingue, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Jam es R. Domma, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Bridget Donovan, B A TO N  RO U G E 
Margaret Doody, ARABI 
Tim  Doody, ARABI 
Renee Doran, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Mary Dore, BATO N  RO U G E
Dwight Dorty, A LEXA N D RIA  
Jam es Dossey, FRA N K LIN  
Mary Dossey, M ETA IRIE 
Celeste Dossmann, EU N ICE 
Lennie Doucet, W a s h i n g t o n  
Lisa Doucet, W a s h i n g t o n  
Gregory Douglas, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Karen Douglas, n e w  O r l e a n s
Frances Doussan, M ETA IRIE 
Anna Marie Douthitt, BA TO N  r o u g e  
Deborah Downing, BO SSIER C IT Y  
Michael Dowty, PINEVILLE 
David Doyle, BATO N  ROUGH 
Robert Doyle, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Cynthia Drago, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Lisa Drago, BA TO N  RO U G E
Jane Dragon, K EN N ER 
Virgin R. Drake, LA FA YETTE 
Mark Drewes, JE FFE R SO N  
Lisa Drude, V i r g i n i a  b e a c h ,  v a  
Carolyn DuBois, H o u s t o n ,  t x  
Ted Dubroc, m a r k s v i l l e  
Alisa Dubuisson, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Joey W  Ducote, h e s s m e r
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Tony Ducotc, C O TTO N  P O R T  
Nareida Duffins, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Joseph Dugan, DALLAS. T X  
Joh n  Dugas, v i n t o n  
Judith M. Duhe, RESERVE 
Lester Duhe, r e s e r v e  
Chris David Duhon, b r e n h a m . t x  
Dwayne Duhon, KAPLAN
Lawrence Duhon, SULPHUR 
Terry Duhon, JE N N IN G S  
Mable Dumas, M A R R ER O  
Charlene Dumont, m e t a i r i e  
Ginger Dunaway, BA TO N  RO U G E 
John Dunaway, BA TO N  R O U G E  
James Dunn, N a s h v i l l e ,  t n  
Charlotte Duplantis, t h i b o d a u x
Donna Duplantis, h o u m a  
Anthony Dupont, M A R R ER O  
Mark Dupont, OPELOUSAS 
Jam es Dupre, BA TO N  RO U GE 
Linda Dupslaff, D E W IT T , AR 
Gwendolyn Dupuy, M ARK SVILLE 
Janie Dupuy, m a r k s v i l l e  
Jason Dupuy, m a r k s v i l l e
Judy Dupuy, B R U SL Y  
Marcia Dupuy, M A RK SVILLE 
David Duquenne, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Deborah Duraczynski, k e i t h v i l l e  
Jayne Durel, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Michael Durel, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Sharon Durham, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Michael Dutzy, a r a b i
Stephen DuValle, n e w  O RLEA N S 
Randolph L. Duzan, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Barbara Dwyer, G R E T N A  
Brian Dyess, A l e x a n d r i a  
Marc Dzeda, G IR A R D , OH 
Joh n  Earles, m e t a i r i e  
Kenneth East, l a k e  C h a r l e s  
Bernard Eckholdt, N E W  O RLEA N S
Michael Edmonson, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Kerry Edwards, K E N N E R  
Monica Edwards, o m a h a ,  n e  
Noreen Edwards, p o n c h a t o u l a  
Richard L. Edwards, LAPLACE 
Zenobia Edwards, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Ken Ehrhardt, m e t a i r i e  
Bryan Eichhom, M ETA IR IE
Stephen Eisenbraun, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Joh n  Eisman, LU LIN G  
Sunday Ekanem, S e a t t l e ,  w a  
Cynthia Ellerbe, FE R R ID A Y  
Virginia Elston, M ETA IR IE  
Carolyn Emerson, w i n n f i e l d  
Randy Emf inger, G IL B E R T  
Christopher Englehart, n e w  O r l e a n s
Harris M. English, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Paez Leon Enrique 
Emre Erdil, a n c a r a ,  t u r k e y  
Lisa Erickson, m e t a i r i e  
Peter Eruotor, w a r r i ,  N i g e r i a  
Sohrab Eshraghi, K H O RA SEN  
David Esmon, BELLE CHASSE 
Maria Espinheira, BAH IA
Alberto Espinosa, CO LOM BIA  
Guillarmo Espinosa, C o l o m b i a  
Kenneth L. Estilette, C e n t e r v i l l e  
Terry Eugene, b r i d g e  c i t y  
Russell Eures, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Ju lie  Evans, G r e e n v i l l e ,  m s 
Kurt Evans, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Loretta Evans, BA K ER
Peter Evans, l a p l a c e  
Dana Margaret Ewing, LAKE C HARLES 
Noelie Ewing 
Bob Eyler, c y p r e s s ,  t x  
Luis Fabrega, PANAMA C IT Y , PANAMA 
Lulu Fair, p r o v i d e n c e  
Manouchehr Fakhroo, T e h r a n ,  i r a n  
David Fakier, HO UM A
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Reid Falconer, g r e e n w e l i .  s p r i n g s  
Barry Falgoust, LAPLACE 
Charles Falkenheiner, VIDALIA 
Linda Farlow, M ORGANZA 
Bill Farrell, POM PANO BEACH, FL 
Cindy Farrelly, ARABI 
Eileen Farrelly, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Gabrielle Farrelly, a r a b i
Lorraine Farrelly, m e t a i r i e  
Ben Farrier, LAKE C HARLES 
Agnes Farris, f r i e r s o n  
Toni Farris, ZACH ARY 
Alan Fasone, M ETA IRIE 
Cora Fassbender, K E N N E R  
Thomas Faucheaux, G R E T N A  
David Faught, n e w  O r l e a n s
Myra Faulk, LA FA YETTE 
Kenneth Faust, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Pamela Faust, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Lynette M. Favorite, G EISM A R 
Sharon Favorite, G EISM A R 
Kevin Federico, M ETA IRIE 
Lenore Feeney, b u n k i e  
Sally Feeney, n e w  O r l e a n s
Dorothy Feinberg, E LD O RA D O . AR 
Robert Ferguson, SLIDELL 
Samuel Todd Ferguson, O A K  G R O V E  
Guido Fernandez, l a  p a z ,  B o l i v i a  
Jesus Fernandez, D o m i n i c a n  r e p . 
Oscar Fernandez, C O LOM BIA  
W illiam  Fernandez, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Renee Ferrera, h a r v e y
Karen L. Farriss, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Debi Fibich, G R ETN A  
Sarah Findley, i o w a  
Terry Fink, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Kenneth Finley, A LEXA N D RIA  
Tim  Finney, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Mark Firmin, p l a u c h e v i l l e  
Elizabeth Fisackerly, B A T O N  RO U G E
W iley Fisackerly, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Robert Fisher, K EN N ER  
Tina Fisher, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Todd Fisher, BATO N  RO U G E 
Keith Fitzgerald, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Myra Fitzgerald, BA TO N  r o u g e  
Yvonne Flamand, P U E R T O  RICO 
Earl Flath, l i t t l e  r o c k ,  a r
Eric Flato, M ETA IRIE 
Terry Fleming, N EW  O RLEAN S 
Mary Fleniken, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Michelle Fletcher, P u e r t o  r i c o  
John Flood, z a c h a r y  
Jan Fluitt, j a c k s o n .  MS 
Tressie Fluitt, d e q u i n c y  
Christopher Foley, A r l i n g t o n ,  v a
Linda Fomby, A l e x a n d r i a  
Mark Fonte, m e t a i r i e  
Brent Fontenot, SO R R E N T O  
Dwight Fontenot, OPELOUSAS 
Gilbert Fontenot, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Joseph Fontenot, v i l l e  p l a t t e  
Konrad Fontenot, m a m o u  
Ray Fontenot, MAMOU
Stephanie Fontenot, b a t o n  r o u g f .  
Max Forbes, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Bill Ford, b a t o n  r o u g e
Tricia Ford, LAKE CHARLES 
Jerry Forest, LAKE CHARLES 
Jam es Foret, b o u r g  
Stephen Forfer, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Ju lie Forschler, m e t a i r i e
Michael Forschler, M ETA IR IE  
W h it Fortenberry, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Michael Foster, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Catherine Fouchi, M ETA IRIE 
Renee Fowler, SH R EV EP O R T 
Jim m y Fox, A LEXA N D R IA  
Mary Elise Fox, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Wendy Fox, H o u s t o n ,  t x
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Charles B. Foy, laplace 
Constance Foy, laplace 
Ellen Fraguela, Gretna 
Wanda Franatovich, CHALMETTE 
Carole Francis, Richmond, tx 
Diane Francis, PLAQUEMINE 
Johnny Franklin, WESTLAKE 
Lydia Frazier, WESTWEGO
Jan Freedman, Lafayette 
Jerome Freedman, Lafayette 
Cynthia Freeman, METAIRIE 
Emmanuel Fregene, WORRI, BENDEL 
Laurie Frey, metairie 
Barbara Frick, NEW ORLEANS 
Mary Frick, NEW ORLEANS 
Michael Frick, new Orleans
Bruce Friedman, GREENVILLE, MS 
Julie Frisby, COVINGTON 
Aline Fritz, METAIRIE 
Donna Fritze, baton rouge 
Melissa Frizell, gretna 
Joseph Fryer, NEW ORLEANS 
Lisa Fulks, PORT ALLEN 
Ronnie Fuller, metairie
Wesley Fullilove, FERRIDAY 
Dorri Funk, ZACHARY 
Linda Furby, BATON ROUGE 
Mark Furr, ARLINGTON, TX 
Nancy Fuselier, METAIRIE 
Yolanda Fusilier, LAFAYETTE 
James K. Fussell, BATON ROUGE 
Mike Futrcll, baton rouge
Christee Gabour, ALEXANDRIA 
John P. Gaffney, METAIRIE 
Alice Gagnard, ALEXANDRIA 
Laura Gagnard, ALEXANDRIA 
Demetria Gaines, baton rouge 
Linda Marie Gaines, NEW ORLEANS 
John Gallaspy, bogalusa 
Margaret Gamble, NEW ORLEANS
Mary Gamble, metairie 
Erin Gangolf, new Orleans 
Caesar Garcia, Missouri, tx 
Mike Garcia, BELLE CHASSE 
Beth Gardere, metairie 
Robert Garitty, Covington 
Doug Garland, BATON ROUGE 
Gregory Garland, LAFAYETTE
Lorie Garrett, rayne 
Sergio Garridof reites, VENEZUELA 
James Garrity, BATON ROUGE 
Luisa Garro, ARGENTINA 
Karen Garrod, HIALEAH. FL 
Richard Gary, DENHAM SPRINGS 
Ricky Gaspard, MARKSVILLE 
Margaret Gaudet, THIBODAUX
Tim Gaudet, NEW ORLEANS 
David Gaudin, LAFAYETTE 
Richard Gaudin, BATON ROUGE 
James Gauthier, BATON ROUGE 
Susie Gauthier, GRETNA 
Amy L. Gautreau, baton rouge 
Sondra Gautreau, GONZALES 
James W. Gautreaux, baton rouge
Melissa M. Gautreaux, LOCKPORT 
Cecilia Gayle, gueydan 
James Geddes, BATON ROUGE 
Scott T. Gegenheimer, NEW ORLEANS 
Leon Geller, lima, peru 
Lisa Ann Gendron, metairie 
Ginger George, LAFAYETTE 
Sheila George, BATON ROUGE
Jim Gerace, plaquemine 
James Gerbrecht, BATON ROUGE 
Dawn Gerrets, GRETNA 
Debbie Gerstner, BATON ROUGE 
Trudy Geyen, LAKE CHARLES 
Peter Giamisso, new Orleans 
Kim Gibson, ville PLATTE 
Bryan Giddings, NEW ORLEANS
i
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Susan Gillane, m e t a i r i e  
Mary Gillette, CARLISLE. AR 
Bryan Gilliland, h a r a h a n  
Hope Gilliland, SLIDELL 
Van Gilmore, l a p l a c e  
Vicki Giolitto, EVAN SVILLE, IN 
Rosehn Gipe, A LEXA N D RIA  
Tommy Givens, M A R IN G O U IN
Virginia Givens, M A R IN G O U IN  
Elaine Glasgow, m e t a i r i e  
Kenneth Glasgow, m e t a i r i e  
Clifford J .  Glaviano, N E W  O RLEAN S 
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Mary Ann Pflug, M ETA IRIE
Tuan A. Phan, M A R R ER O  
Mary Ann Phillips, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Sandra Phillips, s h r e v e p o r t  
Jim  Phillpott, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Ana Maria Philomena, BRA Z IL  
Antonio Philomena, BRA Z IL  
Brenda Piazza, M ETA IR IE  
Michael Piccione, LA FA YETTE
David Picou, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Brian Piekarski, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Juliette Pierce, ABBEVILLE 
Paula Pierce, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Tara Pierce, TULSA, O K  
Jerilyn Pierron, BELLE CHASSE 
Joseph Pike, s u m t e r ,  s c  
David Pinkston, p r a i r i e v i l l e
Jam es Piper, M ETA IR IE  
Susan Piper, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Keyvan Pirbazari, IRA N  
Jonathon Pitt, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Jessica Pizani, BARATARIA 
Ju lie Pizani, BA RA TA RIA  
Maria Pizzo, ARABI 
David Plaisance, b a t o n  r o u g e
Don Plaisance, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Shelly Plaisance, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Bill Plauche, k e n n e r  
Patrice Plauche, M O RG A NZA  
Tom Plauche, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Mercedes Viancy Plaza, VENEZUELA 
Cynthia Pleasant, W IN N SB O R O  
Ann Marie Plicque, BA TO N  R O U G E
Andrew Pobrica, BU RA S 
Jan e Pobrica, B U R A S 
G iselle Poche, h e s t e r  
Leon Poche, C r o w l e y  
Renee Poche, C O N V E N T  
Les Pogue, c o v i n g t o n  
Jo n i Polk, M ETA IR IE  
Mary Pondrom, N EW  i b e r i a
Thomas Pons, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Rebecca Ponthieu, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Ronald Pontiff, FR A N K LIN  
Nancy Pool, M E M P H IS,T N  
Susan Pope, b o s s i e r  c i t y  
Therese Porch, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Lynn Porche, G R E E N W E L L  SP R IN G S 
Bruce Poret, M AN SURA
Diane R. Porter, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Kelly Porter, l a k e  C h a r l e s  
Robert Porter, m e t a i r i e  
Steven J .  Porter, h o u m a  
Michael Portwood, ZA C H A RY 
Michael Posey, JO N ESV ILLE 
Anna Poteet, H A R V EY  
Jon i Pourciau, n e w  r o a d s
Jerry Power LITTLE R O C K , AR 
Tammy Prather, PICA YU N E, MS 
Jon  Prejean, LAKE C HARLES 
Brian Prendergast, LAKE C HARLES 
Jam es Presley, ARABI 
Lisa Prestridge, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Lydia Prestridge, BA TO N  R O U G E  
G reg Pritchard, U N IV ERSA L C IT Y , T X
Elena Prosser, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Lee Ann Puckett, SN O W  C AMP, NC 
JoA nn Puissegur, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Michael Punch, M ETA IR IE  
Thelma Purnell, W IN O N A , MS 
Heida Pursell, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Michael Purvis, r i v e r  r i d g e  
Patricia Putnam, BATO N  R O U G E
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Pamela Ann Puyau, M ETA IRIE 
Leslie Qualls, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Santiago Quant, M ANAGUA. N ICARAGUA 
Brian Quarles, A R L IN G T O N , v a  
Karen Quinn, RIVER R ID G E  
Steve Rabalais, P a t t e r s o n  
Cindy Rachal, MANSURA 
Dale Rachal, m o r e a u v i l l f .
Joel Rachal, m o r e a u v i l l e  
Paul Rachal, M OREAUVILLE 
Susan Racker, G RETN A  
Derek Ragon, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Mary G. Ramagos, P O R T  a l l e n  
John Rambo, BEN TLEY 
Jose Antonio Ramirez, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Charlie Randall, LA FA YETTE
Louis Raso, FR A N K LIN . N J 
Debra Rassat, LAPLACE 
Jeffrey Rathburn, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Elizabeth Rauch, B A TO N  RO U G E 
Elizabeth Rawls, b o g u e  c h i t t o ,  MS 
Ronald Rawls, SLIDELL 
Diana Lynn Ray, RACELAND 
Sheldon Ray, M O N RO E
Richard Rea, s h r e v e p o r t  
Hazel Reames, ST. f r a n c i s v i l l e  
June Reardon, BELLE CHASSE 
Cindy Redinger, N EW  O RLEAN S 
Denise Redmann, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Susan Redmond, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Charles Reed, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Dan Reed, b a t o n  r o u g e
Lydian Reed, l a k e  C h a r l e s  
Marcia Reed, r u s t o n  
Thomas Reed, BELLE CHASSE 
JoA nn Reeder, SU RIN A M  
Jane Rees, BA TO N  RO U G E 
John Regan, M ETA IRIE 
Suzanne Regard, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Jack Reid, D ENH AM  SP R IN G S
Janice Reimmuth, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Don Reixach, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Melanie Renfroe, N E W  IBERIA 
Rita Reynolds, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Lulu Ribas, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Tim  Rice, m e t a i r i e  
Timothy E. M. Rich, m o n r o e  
Clay Richard, G RETN A
Jeffrey Richard, H A RV EY 
Jerom e Paul Richard, T H IB O D A U X  
Monica Richard, F.RATH 
Jeffrey Richards, M ETA IR IE  
W ayne Richards, C L IN T O N , MS 
Gayle Richardson, D E R ID D E R  
Kathleen Richardson, s l i d e l l  
Paula Richardson, R IV E R  R ID G E
Stacy Richardson, D EN H A M  SPRIN G S 
Leigh Ann Richmond, SP R IN G FIELD , VA 
Michael Elliott Ricke, m e t a i r i e  
Adele Ricks, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Christopher Riddick, b o s s i e r  c i t y  
Pamela Mary Rideau, A RABI 
Matthew Ridley, M ETA IR IE  
Alan Michael Riecke, k e n n e r
Judy R iffel, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Terri Rihner, M ETA IRIE 
Carlos Rincon-Mautner, H A M M O N D  
Sonja Riner, BO SSIER C IT Y  
W alter Riner, b o s s i e r  c i t y  
Jim  Ripoll, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Lisa Ripoll, C H A LM ETTE 
Kenneth Rish, b a t o n  r o u g e
Francisco Rivera, EL SALVAD O R 
Mima Rivera, H O N D U R A S. CA 
Roger Rivet, PLAQUEM INE 
John Riviere, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Karen Rizan, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Denise Rizzo, HOUMA 
Judy Rizzuto, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Sandy Roach, g r e e n  w e l l  s p r i n g s
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Suzanne Robbins, ALEXAN DRIA 
J i l l  Roberson, s l i d e l l  
Barry Robert, N O R C O  
Brenda Roberts, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Edward R. Roberts, N EW  O RLEAN S 
Pamela K . Roberts, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Susan Roberts, M O N R O E 
Albert Robichaux, o p e l o u s a s
George Robichaux, T H IB O D A U X  
Ralph Robichaux, g r e t n a  
Ramona Ann Robichaux, RACELAND 
W illiam Robichaux, t h i b o d a u x  
Mark Robicheaux, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Cheryl Robin, ARN A U D VILLE 
Cynthia Robin, A LEXA N D RIA  
Dana Robinson, LU LIN G
David Robinson, K E N N E R  
George Robinson, LA FA YETTE 
Mark Robinson, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Ronnie Robinson, ST. A M A N T 
Sadie Robinson, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Annette Roche, l a k e  A R TH U R  
Linda Roche, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Jo e lle  Rock, M ETA IR IE
Gloria Rockhold, P a r a g u a y  
Steven Rodick, C O V IN G T O N  
Karen Rodrigue, M ETA IR IE  
Susan Ann Rodrigue, VA CH ERIE 
Allen Rodriguez, SH R EV EP O R T 
Guillermo Rodriguez, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Karen M. Rodriguez, K EN N E R  
Kevin Rodriguez, M ETA IR IE
Ken Roemershauser, m e t a i r i e  
Pete Rogas, LA FA YETTE 
Amy Rogers, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Brian K ent Rogers, G IL B E R T  
Patricia E. Rogers, LAROSE 
Rebecca Rogers, l a r o s e  
Rhonda Rogers, g i l b e r t  
W illiam  Rogers, ELD O RA D O , AR
Cathy Rogstad, n e w  FA IRFIELD , C T  
Mark Rogstad, N E W  FA IRFIELD , C T  
Lawrence Rolfs, p i c a y u n e ,  m s 
Michael Romaguera, c h a l m e t t e  
Isaac J .  Rondon, CARACAS, V ENEZUELA 
Beth Rooney, RIV ER  R ID G E  
Mary Rooney, M ETA IR IE  
Jam es Roquemore, b a y t o w n ,  t x
Keith Roques, LU TCH ER 
Troy Rosamond, j e a n e r e t t e  
Risa Rose, p i t t s b u r g ,  k s  
Joanie Roseberry, G R EEN W ELL SP R IN G S 
Kerri Rosenthal, MAN D EVILLE 
Bonnie Rosier, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Caroline Ross, M AN D EVILLE 
Donna Ross, n e w  O r l e a n s
Robert Ross, r i v e r  r i d g e  
Marsha Roszell, A LEXA N D R IA  
Lynn Roundtree, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Denise Rousseau, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Stephanie Roussel, N O R C O  
Rhonda Jo  Routon, JO N ESV ILLE 
Robert Roux, M ETA IR IE  
Glenn Rovira, STA N TO N , CA
Leigh Rowe, m e m p h i s . t n  
Robin Rowell, C R O W L E Y  
Kathy Roy, B U N K IE  
Mitchell Roy, b u n k i e  
Joanna Rubben, SH R E V E P O R T  
Pauline Rubben, s h r e v e p o r t  
Diana Ruby, M ETA IR IE  
Jon  Ruelle, N E W  O RLEA N S
Leslie Rufty, BO SSIER C IT Y  
Jose Ruiz, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Jam es Rumney, K E N N E R  
W alter Runyon, BA TO N  R O U G E  
Wayne Ruschel, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Robert Russell, SLIDELL 
W illiam  Russell, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Jon  Russo, N E W  O RLEA N S
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Jim  Ryall, c o v i n g t o n
Matthew Ryan, BEN TO N
Wendy Ryder, o p e l o u s a s
Martha Sabin, BA TO N  RO U G E
Sheri Sackett, k e n n e r
Fereidoon Saeedipoor, TEH R A N . IRAN
Rita Sagel, PANAMA
Florencio Saladaga, PH ILIPPIN ES
Dale Salatich, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Dana R. Salinovich, SULPHUR 
Vincent Saltaformaggio, M ETA iR iE  
Charles Salvaggio, C H A LM ETTE 
Marilyn Salzman, M ETA IR IE  
Candice E. Sanches, b a t o n  r o u g e  
W alter Sanchez, RIV ER  R ID G E 
Donna Sandell, H O R N BEC K
Alan Sanders, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Sherri Sanders, K E N T W O O D  
Jackie San Miguel, t h i b o d a u x  
Neil Santolucito, m e t a i r i e  
Janie Sarradet, BRU SLY 
Ed Saucier, M A RRERO  
Joan Saucier, b e a u m o n t ,  T X  
Lucille Saucier, c o t t o n p o r t
David Sauls, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Linda Savoie, HOUMA 
Clay Savoy, o p e l o u s a s  
Jay Sawyer, SH R EV EP O R T 
Jessie Saxton, b e n t o n  
Sammy Scalfano, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Bernard Scalise, BA TO N  RO U G E 
Jo li Scalise, N E W  O RLEA N S
Kim Scardina, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Terre Scardina, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Katrina Schafroth, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Mary Schauf, ST. JO SEPH  
Nancy Schell, M ETA IRIE 
Kim Schellhaas, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Lisa Marie Schelp, M EM PHIS, TN  
Ronald Scheuermann, M ETA IR IE
Clyde Schexnayder, LU TCH ER 
Gale Schexnayder, HOUM A 
Patrice Schexnayder, ED G A R D  
Todd Schexnayder, e d g a r d  
Jose Schifter, SAN JO S E , C O STA  r i c a  
Mark Schilling, R IV ER R ID G E  
Shirley Schilling, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Craig Schiro, b a t o n  r o u g e
Sam Schmid, n e w  O r l e a n s  
David Schmidt, M ETA IRIE 
Jeffrey Schmitt, t e r r a c e  u n i o n ,  n j  
Robert Schneckenburger, M ETA IRIE 
Paula Schneider, w e s t w e g o  
Allan Schramm, r i v e r  r i d g f .  
Robert Schuler, n e w  O r l e a n s  
W illiam  Schulte, m e t a i r i e
Paula Schulz, t a r r y t o w n .  N Y  
Deborah Schurtz, C O V IN G T O N  
Mary L. Schwartz, N E W  O RLEA N S 
Je f f  Scofield, s u l p h u r  
Cassandra Scott, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Daniel Scott, M a u r i t i u s  
David A. Scott, N A TC H ITO C H ES 
Sherryl Scott, e e r r i d a y
Debbie Seale, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Sarah Sears, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Terry Lane Sebren, M AN SFIELD  
Maria Secunzamartin, LEON 
Donna Seeling, m e t a i r i e  
Deborah Seemann, m e t a i r i e  
Cindy Seghers, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Roberta Seiler, m e t a i r i e
Allison Seither, N EW  O RLEA N S 
Kathy Seither, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Eugene J .  Scnat, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Linda Sensley, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Steve Sessums, z a c h a r y  
Kathleen Severs, SLIDELL 
Kenneth Seymour, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Mary Seymour, p l a q u e m i n e
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George Shaak, m e t a i r i e  
Zarina Shaari, M a la y s ia  
Susan Shacklette, C o v i n g t o n  
Duane Shafer, HAMMOND 
I.isa Shaftel, k i n g s  p o i n t ,  n y  
Faridah Shahadan, MALAYSIA 
Bob Sharp, b r a n d o n .  ms 
Lisa Sharp, m o b ile , a l
Angelia Sharpe, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Jim  Sharrock, W a y n e s b o r o ,  v a  
Timothy Shea, MANDEVILLE 
John Shelby, CHALMETTE 
Vic Sheldon, COVINGTON 
E. J .  Shelley, c h a l m e t t e  
Trisha Sheridan, l a k e c h a r i . e s  
Charles Sherrouse, n e w  O r l e a n s
Tsuneko Shimomura, O s a k a , ja p a n  
Debra Short, NORTH FIELD. IL 
Dawn Shreffler, BATON ROUGE 
Kerry Shreffler, BATON ROUGE 
Sylvia Schroeder, NEW ORLEANS 
David Shulmister, BATON ROUGE 
Lynn Sibley, p r a i r i e v i l l e  
Frederick Siegel, b a t o n  r o u g e
Fidelia Sifundza, S w a z i l a n d  
Jay  Sigl, METAIRIE 
Alison Silva, s a v a n n a h ,  g a  
Gloria Silvia, BATON ROUGE 
Denny J .  Silvio, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Emelise Simar, o p e lo u s a s  
Barbara Simmers, n e w  ORLEANS 
Cindy Simmons, z a c h a r y
Janell Simmons, b r id g e  c i t y  
Kim  Simmons, p a t t e r s o n  
Mike Simmons, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Nannette Simmons, BATON ROUGE 
Roger Simmons, NEW ORLEANS 
Thomas J .  Simmons, m e t a i r i e  
Anthony Simon, g u e y d a n  
Lynn J .  Simon, f r a n k l i n
Kerry Simoneaux, NORCO 
Rosanne Simons, EDGEMONT. SD 
Frankita Sims, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Patrick Sims, BAY SPRINGS, MS 
Bill Sinclair, b o g a l u s a  
Mary Beth Sins, m a n d e v i l l e  
Peter Skamangas, s h r e v e p o r t  
David Slankard, b a t o n  r o u g e
Ronald Sloan, b a k e r  
Wayne Slocum, BATON ROUGE 
Brian Edward Smith, METAIRIE 
Catherine Smith, h a r a h a n  
Charles Smith, b a t o n  r o u g e  
David Smith, METAIRIE 
Erika Smith, z a c h a r y  
Jacqueline Smith, w i n n s b o r o
Jeffrey Smith, p a lm  b e a c h ,  a  
Joh n  Crosby Smith, BATON ROUGE 
Karen Smith, w e s t  b a r k s d a l e  
Karen Jane Smith, ALEXANDRIA 
Laura Smith, s p r in g ,  t x  
Leslie Smith, n e w  r o a d s  
Michael Smith 
Susan E. Smith, k e n n e r
Sybil Smith, JACKSON 
Tommy L. Smith, HOUMA 
Travis Smith, s h r e v e p o r t  
Stephen Soderborg, FLOSSMOOR. IL 
Ted Soileau, BATON ROUGE 
Melanie Solar, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Cindy Soldani, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Pennie Songy, NORCO
Missy Sonnier, s h r e v e p o r t  
Susie Sonnier, s h r e v e p o r t  
Andrew F. Soto, NEW ORLEANS 
Rheba Sowell, OAK g r o v e  
Catherine Speed, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Susan J .  Speed, f e r r i d a y  
Susan Speers, n e w  O r l e a n s  




Philip Speyrer, BUNKIE 
Celeste Ann Spiers, l u i j n g  
Richard Spooner, NEW ORLEANS 
Tim Springman, m e t a i r i e  
Paul St. Amand, h o u m a  
rhomas St. Germain, METAIRIE 
Suzanne St. Pierre, r e s e r v e  
Caro] Stafford, DENHAM SPRINGS
Carl Stages, j e a n e r e t t e  
Rita L. Stakelum, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Melinda Stallings, BATON ROUGE 
Pamela Stamps, NEW O r l e a n s  
Peter Stanfill, v i o l e t  
Dee Stanley, METAIRIE 
Richard C. Stanley, NEW ORLEANS 
David Stansbury, MORGAN CITY
Richard E. Stanton, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Mark Starks, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Alan Starrett, BATON ROUGE 
Chris Steck, p o r t  A r t h u r ,  t x  
Allen Steele, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Stacy Steen, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Lora Stephens, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Robert Stephens, b a t o n  r o u g e
Virginia Sterling, m e t a i r i e  
Martha Sternitzke, NEW ORLEANS 
Alvin L. Stevens, PONCHATOULA 
Brenda Stevens, m e t a i r i e  
Craig Stevens, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Michelle Stevens, m e t a i r i e  
Joh n  Stevenson, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Karen Steverson, n e w  O r l e a n s
Bill Stewart, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Danny Stewart, RIVER RIDGE 
Elise Stewart, PRIDE 
Terry Stidham, MONROE 
Thomas W . Stodghill, MONROE 
Clarence A. Storer, KINDER 
Bennie Stoves, SHREVEPORT 
Margaret Strong, r i v e r s i d e ,  c a
Jay Strother, BATON ROUGE 
Michael Smart, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Peter Stuyck, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Connie Styron, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Dawn Suarez, c h a l m e t t e  
Donna Suarez, c h a l m e t t e  
Louis Suarez, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Lyn K . Sudduth, BATON ROUGE
Kevin Suire, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Dayna Sulik, g r e t n a  
Kim  Sullivan, TICKFAW 
Steven Sullivan, ALEXANDRIA 
Melinda Sumich, BELLE c h a s s e  
JoA nn Summers, b a t o n  r o u g f .  
Blane Sutton, em p ire  
Dianne Swiber, METAIRIE
Cathy Sylvest, GRAMERCY 
Steve Sylvest, f r a n k i . i n t o n  
W alter Sylvest, FRANKI.INTON 
Thomas Sylvester, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Becky Anne Tabor, l a f a y e t t e  
Hilton Tacke, n e w  ORLEANS 
Mary Taft, BATON ROUGE 
Anna Talago, f a l l s  c h u r c h ,  v a
Kenneth Talbot, l a k e c h a r i . e s  
Kenneth Talley, b o g a l u s a  
Linda Tanner, g r e t n a  
Sharon Tansiel, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Pissmai Tanyamasrat, T h a i l a n d  
Catherine Tartamella, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Mariela Tassin, e d g a r d  
Betty Taylor, b a t o n  r o u g e
Bruce Taylor, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Bryan W . Taylor, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Cathy Taylor, m e t a i r i e  
Daniel M. Taylor, c o v i n g t o n  
Karen Taylor, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Karen Taylor, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Donna Teague, g r e t n a  
Janelle Teekel, b a t o n  r o u g e
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Leah Teekell, b l a c k s b u r g ,  v a  
Connie Templet, t h i b o d a u x  
Darlene Templet, d e n h a m  s p r in g s  
Robert Templet, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Henry Terhoeve, BATON ROUGE 
Mary Terhoeve, BATON ROUGE 
W ilhelm ina Terhoeve, BATON ROUGE 
Eva Terrebonne, C o v i n g t o n
Debbie Terrell, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Brigitte Territo, MORGAN CITY 
Carl Thayer, BATON ROUGE 
Mark Theriot, LOCKPORT 
Patrick C. Theriot, KENNER 
Polly Theriot, WESTWEGO 
Helene Thian, NEW ORLEANS 
Jim m y Thibodeaux, IOTA
Ronald Thibodeaux, h o u m a  
Sandra Thibodeaux, HARAHAN 
Athena Thomas, MORGAN CITY 
Calvin Thomas, BATON ROUGE 
Charlene Thomas, NEW ORLEANS 
Estelle Thom as, M o r g a n  c i t y  
Gregray N . Thomas, LEESV1LLE 
Hilda Thomas, SLAUGHTER
Marie C. Thomas, METAIRIE 
Marilyn Thomas, BATON ROUGE 
Shannon Thomas, GREENWELL SPRINGS 
Aggie Thompson, BATON ROUGE 
Cathy Thompson, SOMERVILLE, NJ 
David Thompson, GODFREY, IL 
Gayle Thompson, BATON ROUGE 
Kathy Thompson, BATON ROUGE
Lynette Thompson, GUYANA 
Marcia Thompson, BATON ROUGE 
Margaret J .  Thompson, BATON ROUGE 
Stephen Thompson, COLLINSVILLE. IL 
Dale Thornton, BAY SPRINGS, MS 
W illiam  Tidwell, b a t o n  r o u g e  
N eil Tilden, BATON ROUGE 
Megan Tiller, m e t a i r i e
Laura S. Tillery, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Gary B. Tillm an, SULPHUR 
Henry J .  Tillman, DENHAM SPRINGS 
Lynette Tillotson, p r a i r i e v i l l e  
Dianne Tobelman, NEW ORLEANS 
Barbara Tobias, JEFFERSON 
Deborah Tobias, J e f f e r s o n  
K im  Toca, m e t a i r i e
Tim  Todd, N a t c h i t o c h e s  
Heidi Toem er, M o r g a n  c i t y  
Sue Tolbert, b a t o n  r o u g e  
Matthew Tolley, METAIRIE 
Quincy A. Tolliver, k e n n e r  
Rubye Tompley, WALKER 
Jody Torres, n e w  O r l e a n s  
Fernando Torresarlat, M e x ic o
Dana Trabeau, BATON ROUGE 
Charlotte Trahan, LAFAYETTE 
Anthony Tramonte, KENNER 
Brian Tranchina, BERWICK 
Gary E. Traylor, k e n n e r  
Susan L. Trebes, METAIRIE 
W ilbert Tregre, RESERVE 
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